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REFINED DISK POTENTIALS FOR IMMERSED
LAGRANGIAN SURFACES
GEORGIOS DIMITROGLOU RIZELL, TOBIAS EKHOLM, AND DMITRY TONKONOG
Abstract. We define a refined Gromov-Witten disk potential of self-transverse
monotone immersed Lagrangian surfaces in a symplectic 4-manifold. The poten-
tial is an element in a capped version of the Chekanov-Eliashberg dg-algebra of
the singularity links of the double points (a collection of Legendrian Hopf links).
We prove a surgery formula that expresses the refined potential after smoothing
a double point. We study refined potentials of monotone immersed Lagrangian
spheres in the complex projective plane. We find monotone spheres that cannot
be displaced from complex lines and conics by symplectomorphisms, and derive
general restrictions on monotone sphere potentials using Legendrian lifts to the
contact 5-sphere.
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1. Introduction
Recall that a symplectic manifold (X,ω) is called monotone if the cohomol-
ogy classes c1(X) and [ω] are positively proportional in H
2(X;C). A smooth
Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ X is called monotone if its Maslov class µ and [ω] are
positively proportional in H2(X,L;C).
Let L ⊂ X be an embedded monotone (oriented spin) n-dimensional Lagrangian
submanifold and let x1, . . . , xk be an integral basis of H1(L;C), dim(H1(L;C)) = k.
The Landau-Ginzburg (LG) potential,
WL ∈ C[x±11 , . . . , x±1k ] ∼= C[H1(L;C)],
GDR is supported by the grant KAW 2016.0198 from the Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foun-
dation. TE is supported by the Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation as a Wallenberg Scholar
and by the Swedish Research Council. DT is partially supported by the Simons Foundation grant
#385573, Simons Collaboration on Homological Mirror Symmetry.
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is defined as follows. Recall that the formal dimension of the space of holomorphic
disks u : (D, ∂D) → (X,L) is (n − 3) + µ(u), where µ(u) is the Maslov index
of u. In particular, the space of holomorphic disks u with µ(u) = 2 that pass
through a fixed reference point ζ ∈ L is an oriented compact 0-manifold for generic
data. The coefficient in WL of the monomial x
a1
1 . . . x
ak
k equals the count of Maslov
index 2 disks u such that the homology class [∂u] := [u(∂D)] satisfies [∂u] =
a1x1+· · ·+akxk ∈ H1(L;C). In this paper we generalize the notion of LG potential
to immersed Lagrangian surfaces. (See Section 1.5 for a brief discussion of more
general cases.)
If f : Q → X is a self-transverse Lagrangian immersion and L = f(Q) is its
image, then there is a Maslov index µ(u) for disks u : (D, ∂D) → (X,L) which
are allowed to have boundary corners at the double points of L, see Section 2.1.
The formal dimension of the moduli space of holomorphic disks with corners in the
homotopy class u equals (n− 3) +µ(u), just like in the smooth case. In particular,
the dimension of the space of Maslov index 2 disks with boundary that passes
through a fixed reference point ζ ∈ L is again zero.
In the immersed case the count of Maslov index 2 disks is however not invariant
under deformations. The reason is that moduli spaces of holomorphic disks with
corners have boundary strata that do not appear in the embedded case. In partic-
ular, for generic 1-dimensional moduli spaces of disks, new boundary phenomena
appear at instances when the boundary of the disk crosses through the double
point, see Figure 1. In a sense, the refined disk potential we define below can be
characterized as the curve count that retains maximal information about the disks
and still remains invariant under such crossings.
Figure 1. For immersed Lagrangians, a disk with boundary pass-
ing through a double point appears both as a boundary point in a
moduli space corresponding to the collision of two boundary cor-
ners, and as an interior point of another moduli space of disks with
two fewer boundary corners.
1.1. Refined disk potentials. From now on assume that n = 2 and let f : Q→
X be a monotone immersion, see Section 2.2. To define the refined potential, we
puncture X at the double points ζ1, . . . , ζm of L (and study holomorphic curves
with punctures rather than corners). This gives a monotone symplectic manifold
X◦ with negative ends modelled on the negative half of the symplectization of m
copies S31 , . . . , S
3
m of the standard contact 3-sphere. Furthermore, L intersects the
negative ends along cones (−∞, 0]× Λj on Legendrian Hopf links Λj ⊂ S3j .
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Let Λ = Λ1 unionsq · · · unionsq Λm and write L◦ ⊂ X◦ for the embedded Lagrangian with
negative end Λ obtained by removing the double points from L. Pick basepoints
?j , j = 1, . . . , r, on the connected components of L
◦, and reference paths from the
endpoints of all Reeb chords on Λ to these basepoints. The refined potential of L
is an element in the Chekanov-Eliashberg dg-algebra
CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦)]),
of Λ with coefficients in the group algebra C[pi1(L◦)] (in degree 0). This is a non-
commutative algebra whose underlying commutative algebra is a free tensor ring
over C[e1, . . . , er], with one idempotent ej for every connected component of L◦.
It is generated by Reeb chords of Λ and by homotopy classes of based loops in L◦,
and its product is induced by concatenation. Section 3.2 gives a detailed definition,
compare [26].
Consider almost complex structures J on X◦ that are cylindrical at the negative
ends of X◦ with respect to a generic contact form on the boundary-at-infinity of
X◦ (the union of the contact spheres S3j ). Fix an orientation and a spin structure
on L◦. Choose one of the basepoints ζ = ?j and let M(ζ) be the moduli space of
Maslov index 2 holomorphic disks with boundary on L◦ that pass through ζ, and
with an arbitrary number of boundary punctures asymptotic to Reeb chords of Λ
in the negative end of X◦. If u ∈M(ζ), then its boundary ∂u defines a monomial
[∂u] in CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦)]) as follows. Starting at the basepoint ζ and following the
boundary ∂u, we read off boundary arcs between adjacent punctures (completed
to loops using reference paths) and Reeb chords at the punctures. This gives the
monomial [∂u]; see Section 3.5 and Figure 2.
Figure 2. Holomorphic disk with punctures (white dots) passing
through a basepoint with boundary arcs completed to loops (all
basepoints are denoted ?).
Theorem 1.1. For generic J , M(ζ) is a compact oriented 0-manifold. Define
WL(ζ) =
∑
u∈M(ζ)
(−1)(u)[∂u] ∈ CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦)]),
where (−1)(u) is the orientation sign of the solution u induced by the spin structure
on L◦. Then WL(ζ) is a degree 0 cycle. Its homology class is independent of the
choice of almost complex structure J , and of the Lagrangian immersion f up to
ambient Hamiltonian isotopy.
Theorem 1.1 will be restated and proved in Proposition 3.12. The algebra
CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦)]) can be computed explicitly in terms of generators and relations.
By a straightforward generalization of the surgery result in [26], it is isomorphic to
End
(
⊕rj=1 T ∗?jL
)
,
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the wrapped Floer cohomology endomorphism algebra of the union of the cotan-
gent fibers to the connected components of L◦ in the Weinstein neighborhood of the
immersed Lagrangian L (constructed for example as a self-plumbing of T ∗Q). This
algebra can also be expressed in other ways. Decomposing L◦ into handles and ap-
plying the Legendrian surgery formula to the result provides a quasi-isomorphism
with the higher genus multiplicative pre-projective algebras associated to a certain
quiver. Alternatively, working directly with the Lagrangian skeleton of the We-
instein neighborhood of L gives a description in terms of string topology of the
immersion L itself. Section 6 elaborates on these different viewpoints.
1.2. Immersed spheres and a Lagrangian surgery formula. Let X be a
monotone symplectic 4-manifold, and consider monotone Lagrangian sphere im-
mersions f : S2 → X with a single transverse double point x ∈ X of positive self-
intersection. In this case the capped Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦)])
discussed above can be described as follows. First, L◦ ∼= S1 × R so C[pi1(L◦)] =
C[t±1]. Next, Λ is the standard Hopf link in S3 and its dg-algebra can be computed
in a Darboux chart, see Section 3 or [26, Section 1.4], as follows. The Legendrian
link Λ has four Reeb chords: a1, a2 of degree 1 and p, q of degree 0. The differential
is (see Figure 5):
da1 = 1− t− pq, da2 = 1− t− qp.
It follows that the homology of the capped Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra is sup-
ported in degree 0 and is isomorphic to the following commutative algebra.
H0CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦)]) ∼= A := C[p, q, t±1]/(1− t− pq),
where we write 1 for the idempotent associated to the only connected component
of L◦ (e1 in the notation of Section 1.1).
It follows that the refined potential of a monotone immersed Lagrangian sphere
L ⊂ X can be written in the following form:
WL(p, q, t) =
∑
u∈M(ζ)
(−1)(u) pa(u)qb(u)tc(u) ∈ A. (1.1)
It counts punctured Maslov index 2 disks u that pass through a chosen base-point
ζ ∈ L, have a(u) ≥ 0 punctures asymptotic to p, b(u) ≥ 0 punctures asymptotic
to q, and such that c(u) ∈ Z is the total number of times ∂u wraps around the
non-trivial loop of the cylinder L◦ ∼= S1 × R.
Consider the embedded monotone tori Lp, Lq ⊂ X obtained by the two zero-
area surgeries on L, as in [58, Section 2, Step 3]. The two surgeries correspond
to the two exact Lagrangian fillings of the Hopf link, and holomorphic disks with
boundary on these fillings can be calculated via flow trees as in [25]. This leads to
the following result relating potentials of immersed spheres and nearby tori.
Theorem 1.2. Fix a spin structure on Lp that does not bound. There exists a
basis (x, y) of H1(Lp) such that the LG potential WLp(x, y) is obtained from the
potential WL(p, q, t) of the immersed sphere by making the following substitutions:
p 7→ x
q 7→ (1 + y)x−1
t 7→ −y.
(1.2)
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Similarly, there exists a basis (x, y) of H1(Lq) such that the LG potential WLq(x, y)
is obtained from WL(p, q, t) by making the substitution:
p 7→ (1 + y)x,
q 7→ x−1,
t 7→ −y.
(1.3)
Remark 1.1. When L is a general monotone immersed Lagrangian surface, one can
choose any double point of L and perform surgery on that double point with zero
area parameter. This gives two monotone immersions Lp, Lq with one less double
point. Our proof of the surgery formula is local and applies in this more general
context relating the potentials of L, Lp and Lq, see Proposition 4.3.
Remark 1.2. Theorem 1.2 implies the wall-crossing formula for the mutation of
the Lagrangian torus Lp into Lq which was predicted in the context of symplectic
topology by Auroux [5, 6] and proved in [46].
Remark 1.3. The formulas in Theorem 1.2 are closely related to the surgery result
of Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono [35]. If the immersion L is n-dimensional, their result
states that holomorphic curves with p-corners smooth bijectively to holomorphic
curves with boundary on Lp, whereas curves with q-corners give rise to S
n−2-
families of curves with boundary on Lp (which in particular reflects the change in
the Maslov index). In the case n = 2, the sphere S0 is just a pair of points and
this corresponds to the two summands in the expression q 7→ (1 + y)x−1. Another
well known appearance of a related surgery formula is Seidel’s exact sequence for
Dehn twists [48, 49]. Roughly speaking, in the language of Theorem 1.2, it only
concerns curves with p-corners, without making any statement about curves with
at least one q-corner.
1.3. Restrictions and applications. In Section 5 we apply refined potentials
to the symplectic topology of monotone immersed spheres L ⊂ CP 2. Using the
relation pq = 1− t, their potentials can be written in normal form,
WL(p, q, t) =
∑
k≥0
p1+3k · P1+3k(t) +
∑
k≥0
q2+3k ·Q2+3k(t),
where P1+3k, Q2+3k ∈ C[t±1] are Laurent polynomials in t. Here P1(t) can be
interpreted directly as the count of Maslov index 2 disks with only one negative
puncture (one corner).
We first discuss a general restriction on the refined potentials. Interpreting the
count for P1(t) in terms of the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra of the Legendrian lift
of L to the standard contact S5 gives the following.
Theorem 1.3. For any monotone immersed Lagrangian sphere in CP 2, P1(1) =
±1.
We next construct infinitely many pairwise not Hamiltonian isotopic immersed
monotone Lagrangian spheres L[(a, b, c), (a, b, 3ab − c)] ⊂ CP 2. They are indexed
by pairs of Markov triples [(a, b, c), (a, b, 3ab − c)] differing by a single mutation.
We distinguish them by computing their refined potentials using wall-crossing and
smoothing formulas. For concrete calculations we have written a code, and collected
some of the outputs in Table 1. As an example, the polynomial P1(−t) for the
sphere L[(1, 5, 13), (1, 13, 34)] reads:
P1(−t) = 78t−4 + 225t−3 + 210t−2 + 68t−1 + 4,
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and indeed P1(1) equals −1 as stated in Theorem 1.3.
We say that an immersed Lagrangian sphere L ⊂ CP 2 is non-displaceable from
complex lines or conics if, for any symplectomorphism φ : CP 2 → CP 2, the image
φ(L) intersects every complex line or conic, respectively. We study this property
for the spheres in our family and find the following.
Theorem 1.4. Any sphere L[(a, b, c), (a, b, 3ab−c)] ⊂ CP 2 with c 6= 1 and 3ab−c 6=
1 is non-displaceable from complex lines.
Remark 1.4. Immersed Lagrangian spheres in CP 2 are null-homologous and there-
fore have algebraic intersection number with any complex curve equal to zero.
Remark 1.5. The spheres L[(a, b, c), (a, b, 3ab− c)] are displaceable from a smooth
complex cubic curve by construction. Furthermore, any Lagrangian torus in CP 2 is
displaceable from a complex line, see [21]. The neighborhood of a monotone sphere
is the neighborhood of the nearby resolved Lagrangian torus with a Lagrangian
disk attached. Therefore, if the torus is displaced from a given complex line, the
attached Lagrangian disk must intersect it.
The proof of Theorem 1.4 follows by analyzing how the disks contributing to
various terms in WL can link a line or conic disjoint from L, and uses positivity of
intersections. In Section 5, we also give examples of monotone immersed spheres
that are non-displaceable from conics.
1.4. Immersions with local systems as objects in the Fukaya category.
The constructions used to define the refined potential can be applied to other
holomorphic curve problems as well. For example, assume that X is a Weinstein
4-manifold and let f : Q → X be a strongly exact Lagrangian immersion of an
orientable surface. (Strong exactness is a very restrictive condition that precludes
any holomorphic disk with corners, see Section 3 for notation.) In this situa-
tion, if L = f(Q) and ρ is a complex representation of the homology algebra of
CE(Λ,C[pi1(L◦)]), then ρ can be used as a local system on L, turning the pair
(L, ρ) into a Lagrangian brane. That is, (L, ρ) becomes an object of the compact
exact C-linear Fukaya category F (X).
We note that CE(Λ,C[pi1(L◦)]) (and its homology, concentrated in zero degree)
has the natural structure of an algebra naturally associated to a quiver, see Sec-
tion 6. A representation of its homology algebra attaches a vector space Cni to
each vertex of the quiver (i.e. to each connected component of L◦), and a linear
map between the respective spaces for every generator of the homology algebra,
with source and target vector spaces corresponding to the source and target of the
underlying quiver edge.
As mentioned above, the capped Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra is quasi-isomorphic
to a higher genus pre-projective algebra. Our observation leads to the following
result that verifies an expectation of Etgu¨ and Lekili [32], see Section 6 for further
explanation.
Theorem 1.5. Let L ⊂ X be a strongly exact Lagrangian immersion of a surface
into a Weinstein 4-manifold. Complex representations of the degree 0 homology of
the capped Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra CE(Λ,C[pi1(L◦)]) (or equivalently, of the
higher genus multiplicative pre-projective algebraB(Q)) can be used as local systems
on L, defining an object of the compact exact C-linear Fukaya category F (X).
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Consequently, representation varieties of B(Q) map into the space of objects of
F (X) up to quasi-isomorphism.
Floer cohomology of immersed Lagrangians has been studied before. We discuss
the relation between Theorem 1.5 and earlier results in Remark 6.6.
As in the monotone case, there are smoothing formulas in this Floer-theoretic
setting as well. In particular, they give natural morphisms between pre-projective
algebras and act on their representation varieties. We give an explicit formula for
the smoothing maps in Section 6.
1.5. Generalizations. Our approach to refined potentials and Floer cohomology
of immersed surfaces can be extended in several directions. For a general self-
transverse immersion L, the above version of the capped Chekanov-Eliashberg al-
gebra should be replaced by CE(Λ;C∗(ΩL◦)). Here Λ is still a collection of Hopf
links around double points, but the coefficients are now chains on the based loop
space of L◦, compare [26]. Again, this algebra is the wrapped endomorphism alge-
bra of a union of cotangent fibers in the Weinstein neighborhood of L.
It should be noted that self-transverse immersions are never monotone in the
sense of Definition 2.3 when dimL > 2, see Remark 2.1. For the same reason, the
invariants considered in this article would have quite a different flavor for higher
dimensional self-transverse Lagrangians. On the other hand, there is a rather
straightforward generalization of the potential to higher-dimensional Lagrangian
immersions having a clean self-intersection of codimension two; in this case mono-
tonicity makes sense, and the invariants behave accordingly.
One can in fact go further and replace L by an embedding of a completely
general Lagrangian skeleton of a Weinstein domain W ; see Section 8 for relevant
examples. Using a handle presentation of W , it is possible to define a suitable
Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra associated to the embedded skeleton, again related
to the wrapped Fukaya category of W . That algebra can then be used to define
potentials and objects in the Fukaya category of the ambient manifold. We leave
the study of these generalizations to future work.
Acknowledgments. We are grateful to Yankı Lekili for encouraging us to look
into the connection with pre-projective algebras, and to Mohammed Abouzaid and
Nicholas Sheridan for helpful conversations.
2. Holomorphic curves with corners
This section studies holomorphic curves with boundary on a monotone immersed
Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ X that is allowed to have corners at the double points
of the Lagrangian. These holomorphic curves can be identified with holomorphic
curves in the non-compact symplectic manifold X◦ punctured at the double points
of the immersion, where the Legendrian boundary-at-infinity of L◦ is a Hopf link
with Morse-Bott degenerate Reeb chords.
In later sections we work with generic singularity links with non-degenerate
Reeb chords, obtained by attaching a Lagrangian cobordism to the negative ends
of L◦ that interpolates from the Morse-Bott Hopf link to the one with Morse Reeb
chords. In this sense, the results in this section can be thought of as establishing
transversality (and other properties) for the parts of the holomorphic curves outside
these ends.
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2.1. Disks with corners and Maslov index. Let X be a 2n-dimensional sym-
plectic manifold, Q a smooth oriented manifold, and f : Q → X a self-transverse
Lagrangian immersion. Denote the image L = f(Q). Let ξ be a double point
of L. Then f−1(ξ) consists of two points ξ1 and ξ2. Pick an ordering (ξ1, ξ2) of
the preimages. Note that L intersects sufficiently small neighborhoods of ξ in two
sheets (Lagrangian disks) `1 and `2, and the ordering of the preimages of ξ induces
an ordering (`1, `2) of the sheets.
Let D ⊂ C be the unit disk, and consider a finite set Σ ⊂ ∂D. A topological disk
with corners is a continuous map u : (D, ∂D) → (X,L) whose restriction u|∂D\Σ
admits a continuous lift u˜,
∂D
u˜ //
u|∂D\Σ   
Q
f

L
and such that for every δ ∈ Σ, the right and left limits limζ→δ± u˜(ζ) both exist and
are distinct elements in f−1(ξ) = {ξ1, ξ2} for some double point ξ of L. The set Σ
is the set of corners (or switches) of u.
We distinguish two types of corners using the ordering of the local sheets near
the double points. If the ordering of the sheets is (`1, `2) and the oriented boundary
of u traverses first the sheet `1 and then the sheet `2, then we call the corner a
p-corner. If it goes in the opposite direction, from `2 to `1, then we call it a
q-corner.
Let u : (D, ∂D) → (X,L) be a topological disk with corners. Consider the ori-
ented family γ′ of Lagrangian tangent spaces Tu(ζ)L ⊂ Tu(ζ)X parameterized by
ζ ∈ ∂D moving counterclockwise. The family γ′ is discontinuous at every corner
δ ∈ ∂D. For a double point ξ, consider the path γ′′(`1, `2) of Lagrangian subspaces
in TξX that rotates T`1 to T`2 along the negative Ka¨hler angle. (This path is
called the canonical short path in [7].) Define γ′′(`2, `1) analogously. We make γ′
continuous by the closing it up with the canonical short path γ′′(`1, `2) or γ′′(`2, `1)
at each corner. This way we obtain a loop γ of Lagrangian tangent planes in TX.
Define the Maslov index µ(u) as
µ(u) = Maslov(γ) +m, (2.1)
where Maslov(γ) denotes the usual Maslov number of loop γ in the trivialization
of TX|u(D), and m is the number of corners of D. The moduli space M(u) of
unparameterized holomorphic disks with corners homotopic to u has expected di-
mension, see e.g. [2, Section 4.3],
dimM(u) = (n− 3) + µ(u). (2.2)
We consider how corners and smoothing affect the Maslov index.
Lemma 2.1. Let u : (D, ∂D)→ (X,L) be the constant map into a double point of
L where u is declared to have 2m switches, m ∈ Z+. Then
µ(u) = −m(n− 2).
Proof. Let r ∈ L be the double point and T`1, T`2 the tangent spaces to the two
sheets of L. The concatenation of two canonical short paths from T`1 to T`2 back
to T`1 results is a pi-rotation in each complex coordinate line, which is a loop of
Lagrangian subspaces in TrX of Maslov index −n. Therefore µ(u) = −mn+ 2m =
−m(n− 2). 
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Let ξ ∈ L be a double point on L and Lp, Lq be the two surgeries of L at
that double point using zero area parameter, as in [58, Section 2, Step 3]. Both
are immersions with one less double point. The next lemma follows from e.g. [35,
Proposition 60.23].
Lemma 2.2. Let u : (D, ∂D)→ (X,L) be a topological disk with corners having a
total number a of p-switches and a total number b of q-switches at ξ. Let Lp be the
p-surgery of L at ξ and u˜ ∈ H2(X,Lp) a topological disk obtained by smoothing u
locally near the double point, n > 1. Then
µ(u˜) = µ(u) + (n− 2)b (2.3)
In particular, resolution preserves the Maslov index when n = 2. 
2.2. Monotone and strongly exact immersions. Consider a self-transverse
immersed Lagrangian surface L ⊂ X.
Definition 2.3. An orientable immersed Lagrangian surface L ⊂ X is monotone
if the following two conditions hold.
• For any topological disk u : (D, ∂D)→ (X,L) with corners, µ(u) 6= 1.
• There exists a positive constant λ > 0 such that
µ(u) = λ · ω(u), λ > 0,
for all disks with corners u.
Remark 2.1. In view of Lemma 2.1, dimL = 2 is the only case when monotone
Lagrangian immersions (with at least one double point) can exist.
We next consider the exact case. Let (X,ω) be an exact symplectic manifold,
ω = dλ. If L is an exact Lagrangian submanifold of X, any holomorphic disk
with boundary on L has zero area and must therefore be constant. For immersed
Lagrangian submanifolds, exactness does not preclude non-constant disks with cor-
ners. Our next notion of strong exactness does.
Definition 2.4. An immersion f : Q → X, where (X, dλ) is an exact manifold is
strongly exact if f∗λ admits a primitive function that assumes the same value at
the two points ξ1 and ξ2 in the preimage f
−1(ξ) for any double point ξ of L = f(Q).
The following is a consequence of Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that L is a monotone (resp. strongly exact) immersed La-
grangian surface. Then its resolutions Lp, Lq at any double point are monotone
(resp. strongly exact).
Proof. In the first case, one needs to check monotonicity on each class in H2(X,Lp).
This group is of rank one higher than H2(X,L), and the new class is generated by
the Maslov index 0 Lagrangian disk which arises from the local surgery picture.
Since it has zero area, the monotonicity condition holds for this disk.
The topological smoothing of a disk in H2(X,L) to H2(X,Lp) has same Maslov
index as the original disk by Lemma 2.2. The disks also have the same areas, by
the zero area parameter condition for the surgery. Monotonicity follows.
In the strongly exact case, the primitive on Q can be deformed to a primitive on
either resolution. 
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2.3. Number of corners, asymptotic winding, area. Let Q be a surface and
f : Q → X a Lagrangian immersion. We begin our study of holomorphic disks
on immersed Lagrangian surfaces L ⊂ X. In order to simplify the analysis at the
double points we restrict attention to admissible tame almost complex structures
J on X that satisfy the following conditions. Every double point ξ of L has a
Darboux -ball neighborhood B ⊂ C2 for some  > 0 in which J agrees with the
standard complex structure on C2 and L agrees with the union (R2 ∪ iR2) ∩ B.
Note that admissible almost complex structures form a contractible space.
We find an a priori estimate on the number of corners of a holomorphic disk
with boundary on L in terms of its area. An analogous result in the exact case
for curves with additional punctures at infinity was established in [14, Theorem
1.2]. We use a similar proof and therefore recall the setup and notation from [14],
starting with the notion of winding numbers at punctures.
Let u : (D, ∂D)→ (X,L) be a holomorphic disk with corners. Recall that we use
admissible almost complex structures, i.e. J and L are standard near the double
points. A marked point η ∈ ∂D mapping to a double point of L is called a puncture,
regardless of whether or not it is a switch. For any puncture of a disk u, there are
half-strip coordinates s + it ∈ [0,∞) × [0, 1] around η where the u admits Fourier
expansion of the form
u(s+ it) =
∑
k>0
cke
−kpi(s+it),
where ck ∈ R2 or ck ∈ iR2, and where k ranges over 12 + Z≥0 if the puncture is
switching and over Z≥1 if it is non-switching. Alternatively, one can use a punctured
half-disk neighborhood of the origin in C as coordinates in a neighborhood of the
puncture. Then the corresponding expansion is a Taylor expansion
u(z) =
∑
k>0
ckz
k.
Following [15], the exponent k0 > 0 of the first non-vanishing Fourier coefficient is
called the asymptotic winding number of u at η.
Lemma 2.6. There exists a constant C > 0 such that if u : (D, ∂D)→ (X,L) is a
holomorphic disk with punctures η1, . . . , ηm of winding numbers w1, . . . , wm then
Area(u) =
∫
u
ω > C
m∑
j=1
wj .
In particular, the number of corners of a disk is uniformly bounded in terms of its
area.
Proof. The Lagrangian and the almost complex structure are standard on B, a
Darboux ball around any double point of L. Consider Ωr = u
−1(Br) for a generic
r ∈ (12, ). Let Ωjr be a component of Ωr such that Ωjr ∩ ∂D = S 6= ∅. One
applies Schwartz reflection to u|
Ωjr
, first over R2 and then over iR2. The result is
a holomorphic curve C with boundary in ∂Br. Holomorphic curves are minimal
surfaces, and the monotonicity formula for minimal surfaces [56, §17] implies that
the function
ρ(r) =
Area(C) ∩Br
pir2
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is non-decreasing in r. Assume that Ωjr contains punctures η1, . . . , ηs of weights
w1, . . . , ws. Then the Fourier (or Taylor) expansion says that
lim
r→0
ρ(r) ≥ 2
s∑
j=1
wj .
Together with the monotonicity formula it implies that
Area(u|Ωrj ) ≥
1
2
 s∑
j=1
wj
pir2.
Since every puncture is contained in some Ωjr, the lemma follows. 
2.4. Gromov compactness for M(ζ). Let f : Q → X be a monotone La-
grangian immersion. Let M(ζ) be the moduli space of holomorphic disks with
boundary on L (possibly with corners), of Maslov index 2, and whose boundary
passes through a specified point ζ ∈ L.
Let Lk ⊂ X, k = 1, 2, . . . be a sequence of monotone immersed Lagrangians
such that Lk → L as k → ∞, let ζk ∈ Lk be points so that ζk → ζ as k → ∞, let
Jk be a sequence of almost complex structures admissible with respect to Lk such
that Jk → J as k → ∞, and let uk be a sequence of Jk-holomorphic disks with
boundary on Lk and passing through ζk.
Lemma 2.7. Assume that ζ is not a double point of L. The sequence of holo-
morphic disks uk has a subsequence that Gromov converges as k → ∞ to a stable
holomorphic disk u such that exactly one component u0 of u is non-constant, has
µ(u0) = 2 and passes through ζ, and all other components are constant maps to
double points of L.
Proof. By Lemma 2.6, the maps in the sequence have a uniformly bounded num-
ber of corners. Gromov convergence is well known in the setting of immersed
Lagrangian submanifolds, see e.g. [36, 23]. Let u0, . . . , ur be the stable disks in the
limit. Since the Maslov index µ is additive we find that
2 = µ(u0) + · · ·+ µ(ur).
By monotonicity, µ(v) ≥ 2 if v is non-constant. It follows that exactly one of the
disks in the limit is non-constant and passes through ζ. We choose notation so
that it is u0. Then µ(u0) = 2. 
We discuss the limiting constant components from Lemma 2.7 in greater detail.
Consider a sequence of holomorphic disks as above that Gromov converges to a
broken holomorphic disk. The domain of the disks in the sequence is the unit disk
with boundary punctures, and the bubbling of a constant disk corresponds to two
or more of these boundary punctures colliding. It is possible to retain information
about asymptotic winding numbers in the limit. To this end, one defines a constant
disk as follows.
A constant disk is a constant map to a double point of L from a disk Dm declared
to have any number m ≥ 2 of punctures. One puncture is distinguished and called
positive, and all other punctures are called negative. Each boundary component of
Dm is decorated by a sheet `j , j = 1, 2 of L at the double point, and each negative
puncture is decorated with an asymptotic winding number which is a half-integer
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or an integer according to whether or not the sheet decoration switches at the
puncture. This leads to the following refined version of Lemma 2.7.
Lemma 2.8. Consider the situation of Lemma 2.7. If η is a puncture of the limit-
ing non-constant disk u0 to which a (stable) constant disk is attached, the winding
number at η equals the sum of the winding numbers at the negative punctures of
the attached constant disk.
Proof. For sufficiently large k there is a small half-disk in the domain of uk which
contains all punctures converging to the constant disk in the limit, and which
maps into a neighborhood of the double point. Picking a generic projection to the
complexification of a real line through the origin, the statement follows from the
argument principle from elementary complex analysis. 
2.5. Transversality for MS(ζ). In this section we show that any holomorphic
disk inM(ζ) is somewhere injective. This is used to prove thatM(ζ) is transversely
cut out for a generic admissible almost complex structure, and that the same result
holds for families. We use a crude version of an argument of Lazzarini [43] (for a
more complete treatment see [47]).
Lemma 2.9. Let u : (D, ∂D)→ (X,L) be a Maslov index 2 holomorphic disk (with
corners). Then u is somewhere injective.
Proof. By monotonicity, u is absolutely area minimizing among holomorphic inte-
gral currents with boundary on L. Consider the image C = u(D) as a rectifiable
current. By unique continuation for holomorphic maps, C can be written as
C = C1 + 2C2 + · · ·+mCm, (2.4)
where Cj is the subset of C where the multiplicity equals j. It is clear that each
Cj is a holomorphic rectifiable current.
Assume that u is nowhere injective. Then C1 = ∅ in (2.4). We show below that
Cm is an integral current, i.e. that ∂Cm is rectifiable and contained in L. Then
C ′ = C − Cm is an integral current with boundary in L of area smaller than C,
which contradicts minimality and implies that C1 is non-empty.
We first show that the boundary of Cm is contained in L. Assume that p /∈ L
lies in the support of Cm. By Federer’s refinement of Sard’s theorem [34, Theorem
3.4.3] we may assume that Cm is a smooth 2-dimensional submanifold around p.
By unique continuation it follows that there is a disk ∆ centered at a point in
u−1(p) such u(∆) lies in the support of Cm. Hence p does not lie on the boundary
of Cm and its boundary is contained in L.
Consider a point ξ ∈ L on the boundary of Cm. Again by the refinement of
Sard’s theorem, one may assume that ξ = u(z) is a regular value of u|∂D. By
unique continuation, the boundary of Cm consists of an arc in L around ξ. It
follows by monotonicity that the total length of the boundary arcs in the boundary
of Cm is finite. Thus ∂Cm is a rectifiable curve in L and hence Cm is an integral
current. The lemma follows. 
We next establish the transversality result we need. Consider a smooth s-
parametric family (Ls, ζs, Js), s ∈ S, of monotone Lagrangian immersions Ls,
points ζs ∈ Ls, and admissible almost complex structures Js. For each s ∈ S
this defines a moduli space Ms(ζs) of Js-holomorphic Maslov index 2 disks with
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boundary on Ls. If u ∈ Ms(ζs), then u has a finite number of boundary punc-
tures η1, . . . , ηm mapping to double points of Ls. At each puncture there is an
asymptotic winding number wm. We write Ms(ζs; w) for the space of holomor-
phic disks of Maslov index 2 with boundary punctures with asymptotic winding
numbers w = (w1, . . . , wm). Denote
|w| =
m∑
j=1
2|wj − 12 |.
Lemma 2.10. The formal dimension of M(ζs; w) equals
dimM(ζs; w) = −|w|.
For a generic family S,
MS(ζ; w) =
⋃
s∈S
Ms(ζs; w)
is a C1-smooth and transversely cut out manifold of dimension
dimMS(ζ; w) = dimS − |w|.
Proof. Note that the space of disks with asymptotic winding number w > 12 at η
can be modeled on a weighted Sobolev space with weight w− δ for small δ > 0. It
is well-known that the Fredholm index jumps each time the weight passes through
an eigenvalue of the asymptotic operator, see e.g. [23, Proposition 6.5]. Lemma 2.9
implies that any disk inMs(ζs) is somewhere injective, and a well-known argument
then shows that the moduli space is transversely cut out for generic data. The
lemma follows. 
Note that being transversely cut out in the above lemma in particular means
that:
• When |w| = 0 and dimS = 0, the moduli space consists of disks with cor-
ners at which the full one-dimensional family of the moduli space evaluates
transversely along the boundary to the point ζ.
• When |w| = 1 and dimS = 1, the moduli space consists of disks with cor-
ners for which a unique smooth and regular boundary point is mapped to a
double point of Ls. Furthermore, at a solution in this moduli space, the full
two-dimensional family of disks with corners evaluates transversely along the
boundary to both the double point and to ζ. See Figure 1, middle.
2.6. Punctures at double points of an immersion. In this section we give an
alternative interpretation of the curves with corners studied above. Let f : Q→ X
be a monotone Lagrangian immersion and L = f(Q). Let ξ1, . . . , ξr ∈ X be
the double points of L. Consider an admissible almost complex structure J on
X, see Section 2. Let X◦ = X \ {ξ1, . . . , ξr} be the result of puncturing X at
all double points of L, and L◦ = L \ {ξ1, . . . , ξr}. Then X◦ is a monotone open
symplectic manifold with a concave cylindrical end for each ξj . By the admissibility
assumption, there are Darboux coordinates near each ξj where L corresponds to
R2 ∪ iR2 ⊂ C2, with the double point ξj at the origin.
These local coordinates give an identification of the concave end of X◦ at ξj with
the negative half of the symplectization (−∞, 2 log ]× S3 of the standard contact
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S3 as follows. Choose Darboux coordinates near ξj that identifies its neighborhood
with an -ball B ⊂ C2 and consider the symplectomorphism
φ : ((−∞, 2 log ]× S3, d(etα))→ (B \ {0}, ω0),
given by
φ(t, y) = et/2y. (2.5)
Here α = 12
∑
i(xidyi − yidxi) is the standard S1-invariant contact form on the
unit sphere S3 ⊂ C2. Note that φ takes the punctured Lagrangian L◦ to the cone
(−∞, 2 log ]× Λst, where Λst is the standard Legendrian Hopf link:
Λst = S
3 ∩ (R2 ∪ iR2).
Let us describe the Reeb chords of Λst. They come in S
1-families that are
non-degenerate in the Bott sense. For each positive half-integer 12k > 0 there are
two families of Reeb chords with action 12kpi. The chords of integer actions have
endpoints on the same connected component of Λst, while the chords of non-integer
action connect different components.
Consider the standard cylindrical S1-invariant complex structure on (−∞, 2 log ]×
S3, which equals the standard integrable complex structure i on C2 under the iden-
tification (2.5). Extend it to a tame almost complex structure on all of X◦. A
punctured holomorphic disk in X◦ with boundary on L◦ is a holomorphic disk with
boundary punctures that are asymptotic to Reeb chord strips of Λst.
Lemma 2.11. There is a natural 1–1 correspondence between punctured holomor-
phic disks in X◦ with boundary on L◦, and holomorphic disks in X with boundary
and corners on L in the sense of Section 2.1.
Proof. This is immediate from the definition: the compact disks have Taylor ex-
pansions near the punctures, the non-compact disks have the corresponding Fourier
expansion. 
3. Lagrangians with negative cylindrical ends and capped
Chekanov-Eliashberg algebras
In this section we first introduce capped Chekanov-Eliashberg algebras used in
the definition of the refined potential. Then we give the definition of the refined
potential and prove its invariance, establishing Theorem 1.1.
3.1. Rigid disks in standard contact spheres. Chekanov-Eliashberg algebras
of Legendrian submanifolds are a central tool in symplectic topology, introduced
by Chekanov [13] and Eliashberg–Givental–Hofer [30]. While a definite general
reference is still not available, it is possible to combine the established results to
define Chekanov-Eliashberg algebras of Legendrians in the standard contact sphere
S2n−1, and to show that they satisfy the expected properties. This section explains
the necessary geometric and analytical results leading to this definition, and to
concrete calculations.
Let x+iy = (x1 +iy1, . . . , xn+iyn) be coordinates on Cn. Consider the standard
S1-invariant contact form
αst =
1
2
n∑
j=1
(xjdyj − yjdxj)
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on S2n−1 = {x + iy : |x|2 + |y|2 = 1}. The Reeb flow of α is periodic and Bott-
degenerate. Indeed, this is the flow along the fibers of the Hopf fibration S2n−1 →
CPn−1, so there is a CPn−1-family of orbits of action pik for each positive integer k.
Furthermore, the Conley-Zehnder index of the family of action pik equals (2n−2)k.
(We use the convention for the Conley-Zehnder index in the Bott setting for which
the index coincides with the expected dimension of the moduli space of planes inside
the symplectization of S2n−1 asymptotic to a fixed orbit in the Bott manifold at
its positive puncture.) It follows that for a small perturbation α of αst, no Reeb
orbit of α has Conley-Zehnder index less than 2n− 2.
Let Λ ⊂ S2n−1 be a Legendrian submanifold with trivial Maslov class. Here
we use a contact form α on S2n−1 close to αst as above. We will explain how
to define Chekanov-Eliashberg algebras of Λ with differential that counts rigid
holomorphic disks. (This includes the main case used in this paper, where the
coefficients lie in the group algebra of a fundamental group, but does not cover the
version with coefficients in chains on the based loop spaces, which requires using
higher-dimensional moduli spaces.)
Consider a contact form α for which the Reeb chords of Λ are transverse. Let
R × S2n−1 be the symplectization of S2n−1 with the symplectic form ω = d(etα),
and J an almost complex structure adapted to α. We first consider holomorphic
disks u : (D, ∂D) → (R × S2n−1,R × Λ) with one positive boundary puncture,
several negative boundary punctures, and several negative interior punctures. The
disk u must be asymptotic to a Reeb chord at a boundary puncture, and a Reeb
orbit at an interior puncture. We call them symplectization disks.
Denote by M(u) the moduli space of disks with such asymptotics in the homo-
topy class of u. Let a be the positive puncture asymptotic of u and b = b1 . . . bm the
word of Reeb chords at the negative boundary punctures. Since the Maslov class of
Λ vanishes, any Reeb chord c has an integer grading |c|. We write |b| = ∑mj=1 |bj |.
Lemma 3.1. For generic J , M(u) is a transversely cut out manifold. In particu-
lar, if u has at least one interior puncture, M(u) 6= ∅ only if
|a| − |b| > 2n− 2 ≥ 2.
Proof. Since u has only one positive puncture, u has injective points (near the
positive puncture), see the proof of [18, Proposition 3.13]. Transversality then
follows by perturbing the almost complex structure near the Reeb chord of the
positive puncture and the last statement follows from the index bound on orbits.

The Chekanov-Eliashberg dg-algebra is generated by Reeb chords of the Legen-
drian and its differential counts rigid disks with one positive and several negative
boundary punctures. We will also use dg-algebra maps associated to exact La-
grangian cobordism L ⊂ R× S2n−1. More precisely, consider an exact Lagrangian
cobordism L that agrees with [T,∞) × Λ+ in ([T,∞) × S2n−1, d(etα+)) and with
(−∞,−T ]×Λ− in ((−∞,−T ]× S2n−1, d(etα−)) for some large T > 0, where both
contact forms are constant multiples of forms close to αst. We write Mco(u) for
moduli spaces of disks u : (D, ∂D)→ (R× S2n−1, L), called cobordism disks. The
next lemma is used to prove that the Chekanov-Eliashberg differential squares to
zero, and that cobordism maps are chain maps.
Lemma 3.2. If dim(M(u)) = 2, then for generic J , M(u)/R is a 1-manifold with
a natural compactification consisting of two-level broken disks of Fredholm index 1.
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If dim(Mco(u)) = 1, then Mco(u) is a 1-manifold that has a natural compactifica-
tion consisting of two-level broken disks: one cobordism disk of Fredholm index 0
attached (above or below) to a symplectization disk of Fredholm index 1.
Proof. According to the SFT compactness theorem, the boundary of the above
moduli spaces considered consists of several-level broken disks. Lemma 3.1 shows
that the only possible boundary configurations are two-level disks as stated. To
show that these two-level disks are precisely the boundary, one needs a standard
gluing result, see e.g. [50, Chapter 9] and [22, Appendix A] for an adaptation to
this case. 
The general property of Chekanov-Eliashberg algebras is that their homology
is invariant under Legendrian isotopy. The standard SFT proof of that property
uses chain homotopies of cobordism maps. That argument does, however, use ab-
stract perturbations, since one must consider repeated gluings of disks of negative
dimension that in turn lead to non-transverse boundary configurations. There is
an alternative to that argument, see [29, Section 2.4], that we use here. Consider a
generic Legendrian isotopy. Away from a finite set of instances, the moduli spaces
involved in the differential undergo a cobordism, and the invariance is obvious.
At the finitely many exceptional instances, one can deduce the invariance as an
algebraic consequence of the fact that the differential squares to zero for a Legen-
drian Λ× R ⊂ S2n−1 × T ∗R associated to a small neighborhood of the degenerate
instance. We will state the desired result as a lemma.
Let Λ be any instance in a generic Legendrian isotopy, and Λ′ ⊂ S2n−1 × T ∗R
be the Legendrian submanifold associated to the 1-parameter family around Λ as
in [29, Proposition 2.6]. Denote by M′(u) the moduli space of holomorphic disks
in R × S2n−1 × T ∗R with boundary in R × Λ′, one positive and several negative
boundary punctures.
Lemma 3.3. If dim(M′(u)) = 2, then for a generic J , M′(u)/R is a 1-manifold
admitting a compactification whose boundary consists of two-level broken disks of
Fredholm index 1.
Proof. Directly analogous to Lemma 3.2. 
Finally, we state a result that allows to compute the Chekanov-Eliashberg dg-
algebra of Λ ⊂ S2n−1 in a Darboux chart. Since the complement of a point in
S2n−1 is contactomorphic to the standard contact vector space by [38, Proposition
2.1.8], any Legendrian Λ obviously lies inside a Darboux chart. Furthermore, Λ
has only finitely many Reeb chords inside the Darboux chart.
Lemma 3.4. For any K > 0, there exists a Legendrian isotopy of Λ inside the
Darboux chart and a contact form α such that the set of Reeb chords inside the
Darboux chart does not change, and any Reeb chord not contained in the chart has
index > K.
Proof. First, shrink Λ. Second, morsify αst by a Morse function on CPn−1. Place
the chart for Λ close to the minimum orbit. The Reeb return map near the min-
imum orbit is rotation by a small angle in each complex direction. By making Λ
sufficiently small, one can make any outside Reeb chord go arbitrarily many times
around the S1-fiber. Each time this adds 2n− 2 to the grading. 
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3.2. Chekanov–Eliashberg algebra with a Lagrangian cap. Consider a Leg-
endrian submanifold Λ ⊂ (S2n−1, α) in the contact sphere with a contact form α
close to αst. Its Chekanov-Eliashberg dg-algebra was described in Section 3.1.
Let L◦ be an arbitrary smooth oriented spin n-manifold with boundary, and fix
a diffeomorphism ∂L◦ → Λ. One thinks of L◦ as an abstract cap attached to Λ at
the positive end of the symplectization of R× Λ ⊂ R× S2n−1.
We introduce a version of the Chekanov-Eliashberg dg-algebra of Λ that we call
capped, with coefficients in pi1(L
◦):
CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦)]). (3.1)
It is a straightforward generalization of the original definition, which also keeps
track of the homotopy classes, in the cap, of the boundaries of the holomorphic
disks contributing to the differential.
Remark 3.1. Early works on Chekanov–Eliashberg algebras used coefficients in the
group ring of H1(Λ). The paper [27] used coefficients in the group ring of the
fundamental group of the Legendrian:
CE(Λ;C[pi1(Λ)]).
The capped version (3.1) is the extension of the latter by the map pi1(Λ)→ pi1(L◦).
Recently, [12] worked with Chekanov-Eliashberg algebras in relation to the funda-
mental group of Lagrangian cobordisms. The capped version used here is closely
related.
More generally, algebras like (3.1) belong to a geometric framework involving
chains on loop spaces. The capped algebra here is a specialization of the dg-algebra
CE(Λ;C−∗(ΩL◦)), (3.2)
where ΩL◦ is the disjoint union of based loop spaces of the connected components
of L◦. The algebra (3.2) is obtained from the dg algebra
CE(Λ;C−∗(ΩΛ))
introduced in [26] using the inclusion Λ = ∂L◦ ⊂ L◦.
Fix a base-point ?i ∈ L◦i on each connected component of L◦. Write
C[pi1(L◦)] :=
⊕
i
C[pi1(L◦i )],
and view it as a semi-simple algebra, given as the direct sum of the group rings of
the fundamental groups of the components of L◦i based at ?i.
Write Q(Λ) for the set of Reeb chords of Λ. Assume that Λ is generic. Then
the number of Reeb chords below any given length is finite. In fact, since α is a
perturbation of the round contact form αst, the number of Reeb chords below any
given index is finite as well. Consider the C-vector space A(Λ) spanned by this set.
The algebra underlying the Chekanov–Eliashberg dg-algebra is defined as follows.
Start with the free unital graded tensor ring
A :=
∞⊕
k=0
A(Λ)k·⊗C[pi1(L◦)]
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over C[pi1(L◦)] generated by the Reeb chords Q(Λ). Here
A(Λ)0·⊗C[pi1(L◦)] = C[pi1(L◦)],
A(Λ)k·⊗C[pi1(L◦)] = A(Λ)⊗C[pi1(L◦)] . . .⊗C[pi1(L◦)] A(Λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
, k > 0.
Define
CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦)]) ⊂ A
to be the unital subalgebra generated by the elements in C[pi1(L◦)] ⊂ A together
with elements of the form [?i]c[?j ], where c ∈ Q(Λ) is a Reeb chord starting from
the component containing ?i and ending at the component containing ?j .
We point out that there is an identification
CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦)]) = A/I
where I is the two-sided ideal generated by elements of the form [?i]c and c[?j ],
where [?i], [?j ] ∈ pi1(L◦) are constant loops in components different from the start-
ing point and endpoint of the chord c, respectively. This way the chords them-
selves are still generators of the Chekanov–Eliashberg algebra and elements of
CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦)]) are linear combinations of words
l1c1 . . . li−1cili . . . lk (3.3)
where ci ∈ Q(Λ) is a Reeb chord on Λ and li ∈ pi1(L◦), that satisfies the following
condition. For each i ≥ 1, li−1 belongs to the connected component of L◦ corre-
sponding to the starting point of the chord ci (via the identification Λ = ∂L
◦), and
li belongs to the connected component of the endpoint of ci.
Remark 3.2. Whenever pi1(L
◦) is nontrivial, the ‘coefficients’ C[pi1(L◦)] do not
commute with the Reeb chord generators. The Chekanov–Eliashberg algebra is
naturally a C[pi1(L◦)]-bimodule.
To define the differential, one needs to fix reference path between base-points
and the endpoints of all Reeb chords. Specifically, for each Reeb chord c ∈ Q(Λ),
let i, j be the indices of the connected components of L◦ which contain the starting
point resp. the endpoint of c (recall that those endpoints are contained in Λ = ∂L◦).
One fixes a path from ?i to the starting point of c, and from its endpoint to ?j . The
differential of the capped Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra satisfies the graded Leibniz
rule, acts trivially on the coefficients, while its value on a Reeb chord generator
c ∈ Q(Λ) is given by the following formula:
∂c =
∑
u∈M(c;c;γ)
l1c1l2 ⊗ . . .⊗ lm−1cmlm.
Here the sum is taken over the set of rigid (up to translation) holomorphic disks
u ∈ (D2, ∂D2 \ {p0, . . . , pm})→ (R× S2n−1,R× Λ)
for a generic cylindrical almost complex structure, where u satisfies the following
conditions:
• Its boundary is continuous on R×Λ away from the m+1 ≥ 1 cyclically ordered
boundary punctures p0, . . . , pm ∈ ∂D2.
• There is a single positive puncture p0 near which u is asymptotic to the Reeb
chord c at +∞.
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• There is a (possibly empty) sequence of negative punctures pi where u is
asymptotic to the Reeb chord ci at −∞.
• The arc of ∂u between the punctures pi and pi+1 (where i ∈ Zm+1) yields the
class li ∈ pi1(L◦) when concatenated with the chosen reference paths to the
base-points as in Figure 3.
• u is a rigid up to translation.
According to our grading conventions, a disk is rigid up to translation whenever
|c| = |c1|+ . . .+ |cm|+ 1, so the differential has degree −1.
Figure 3. Attaching reference paths for the capped Chekanov-
Eliashberg differential.
Proposition 3.5. The differential on CE(Λ,C[pi1(L◦)]) squares to zero and its
homology is invariant under Legendrian isotopy.
Proof. The first statement follows by identifying the terms contributing to ∂2 with
the ends of the compact oriented 1-manifold from Lemma 3.2. The second state-
ment is a consequence of Lemma 3.3 and the argument in [29, Section 2.4]. 
Let L ⊂ R × S2n−1 be an exact Lagrangian cobordism interpolating between
Legendrian submanifolds Λ+ and Λ− as in Section 3.1. Let L◦+ be a cap of Λ+.
Then L◦− = L∪L◦+ is a cap of Λ−. For simplicity we now assume that the inclusion
L◦+ ⊂ L◦− induces an isomorphism on the level of pi0. Define the cobordism map
Φ: CE(Λ+,C[pi1(L◦+)])→ CE(Λ−,C[pi1(L◦−)]) on generators as follows:
ΦL(c) =
∑
u∈Mco(c;c;γ)
l1c1l2 ⊗ . . .⊗ lm−1cmlm,
where Mco(c; c;γ) is defined exactly as M(c; c;γ) above, replacing the target by
(R×S2n−1, L). Note that there is no R-invariance here, so the curves contributing
to the cobordism map satisfy |c| = |c|.
Proposition 3.6. The map ΦL is a chain map of dg-algebras.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.2. 
Finally, we show that CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦)]) can be computed within a Darboux ball.
Placing Λ in a Darboux ball, one defines a local version of the algebra by restricting
to Reeb chords and holomorphic disks lying inside the Darboux ball. Note that
there are only finitely many Reeb chord generators in this algebra.
Proposition 3.7. The local dg-algebra is quasi-isomorphic to CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦)]).
Proof. By Proposition 3.5 we can compute CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦)]) choosing any repre-
sentative of Λ. Lemma 3.4 together with a monotonicity argument (which implies
that disks with the positive puncture at a small chord must stay inside the Darboux
ball) shows that the local and the actual algebras must agree up to arbitrarily high
degree, which implies the quasi-isomorphism. 
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3.3. Chekanov–Eliashberg algebra of the Hopf link. Let ΛHo ⊂ R3 be the
Legendrian Hopf link in a small contact Darboux ball, see Figures 4 and 5. (We use
notation as there.) Inside S3, it is Legendrian isotopic to the link Λst of the double
point singularity discussed in Section 2.6. The Reeb chords of ΛHo ⊂ (R3, α) inside
the Darboux ball are as follows:
• a1 and a2 have degree |ai| = 1, and have both endpoints on a the same com-
ponent of the link,
• p and q have endpoints on different components of the link. For a suitable
choice of Maslov potentials on the two Legendrian components they satisfy
|p| = |q| = 0.
We compute the differential of the Chekanov-Eliashberg dg-algebra of ΛHo with
coefficients in the group algebra of its own fundamental group (see the references
in Section 3.2), CE(ΛHo;C[pi1(ΛHo)]). Here
C[pi1(ΛHo)] = C[t1, t−11 ]⊕ C[t2, t−12 ]
is a semi-simple algebra where t1 and t2 are the generators of the fundamental
groups of the Hopf link components and the two corresponding idempotents are
e1 = (t1)
0, e2 = (t2)
0. Since the Maslov class of the Hopf link vanishes, the group
ring elements have degree zero. The disks contributing to the differential are easy
to find in the Lagrangian projection of Figure 5 and gives the differential:
∂a1 = e1 − t1 + qp,
∂a2 = e2 − t2 + pq. (3.4)
Here we orient the link as the Hopf link with the orientation inducing positive
linking number.
z
a1 a2
x
Figure 4. The front projection of the Hopf link ΛHo in a Darboux chart.
a1
t1
t2
p
q
a2
x
Figure 5. The Lagrangian projection (to the xy-plane) of the Hopf
link in a Darboux chart. The shaded disc on the right contributes
to ∂a1 = qp, and the shaded disk on the right gives ∂a2 = t2.
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3.4. Morsifying the Reeb chords. Recall the standard Hopf link Λst ⊂ S3
which models the negative ends of a punctured Lagrangian L◦ at the double points
of L. Its Reeb chords come in S1-families and are Bott-degenerate. We morsify
by replacing L◦ with L◦ρ with ends modeled on the Morse Hopf link ΛHo (shown in
Figures 4, 5) by attaching a cobordism to L◦.
Lemma 3.8. The two Legendrian links Λst,ΛHo ⊂ S3 are Legendrian isotopic.
Furthermore, there exists an isotopy whose induced exact Lagrangian cobordism
Γ ⊂ (R× S3, d(etα)) :
• agrees with (−∞,−T ]× ΛHo in (−∞,−T ]× S3;
• agrees with [T,+∞)× Λst in [T,+∞)× S3;
• intersects each slice {t} × S3 transversely; and
• admits a primitive of etα|Γ which vanishes outside of a compact subset.
Proof. First, take a generic Legendrian perturbation of Λst whose projection to CP 1
under the Hopf fibration consists of a pair of figure eight curves. Then consider an
appropriate smooth isotopy of such figure eight curves that lifts to a Legendrian
isotopy.
The exact Lagrangian cylinder can be constructed from the trace of the isotopy
as in [31]. In order to ensure the last property, we argue as follows. First, we
can translate the non-cylindrical part of Γ arbitrarily in the negative t-direction.
This ensures that the difference of the potential between t = ±∞ at least is arbi-
trarily small. Finally, it is possible to cancel this potential difference completely
by performing a small compactly supported perturbation of the cobordism inside
{t ∈ [−, ]}, i.e. the cylinder [−, ]×ΛHo. Namely, one can use suitable Hamilton-
ian isotopies applied separately to the two components in that subset, e.g. generated
by Hamiltonians of the form ρ(t)et. 
Let ΓT := Γ ∩ (−∞, T ]× S3 and denote by ΓT,ρ a copy of ΓT translated so that
it lies in (−∞, ρ]× S3. Define
L◦ρ ⊂ X◦
to be the Lagrangian submanifold obtained by removing (−∞,−ρ] × Λst in each
negative end of L◦, using the model (2.5), and inserting ΓT,ρ in its place. This
construction applies for any ρ < 2 log  where  is the size of the Darboux ball from
Section 3.3.
The Maslov index of a disk inside (X◦, L◦) with strip-like ends asymptotic to
Reeb chords on ΛHo can be defined as in Section 2. More precisely, at a mixed
puncture (i.e. for which the Reeb chord goes between different components of the
Legendrian) we again close up the tangent planes using the shortest rotation along
the negative Ka¨hler angle. At a pure puncture (i.e. for which the Reeb chord
has both endpoints on the same component) we instead close up with the path
of Lagrangian tangent planes along any choice of capping path on the Lagrangian
R× Λst connecting the endpoint of the Reeb chord with its starting point.
We next introduce continuous paths Gp and Gq of Lagrangian tangent planes
along Γ ⊂ C2 \ {0}. We start with Gp. The Reeb chord p at the negative end of
Γ connects one component Γ0 of Γ to the other component Γ1. Let θ0 and θ1 be
points in the components of Λst at the positive ends of Γ0 and Γ1, respectively,
such that there is a length pi2 Reeb chord connecting θ0 to θ1. Consider path on Γ
that starts at θ1 and goes down to the endpoint of the chord p in the negative end,
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and take the path of Lagrangian tangent planes to Γ along this path. Transport
the Lagrangian tangent plane at the endpoint of p first with the linearized Reeb
flow backwards along the Reeb chord p and then with a rotation along the negative
Ka¨hler angle at p to the tangent plane at the start-point of p. Concatenate finally
with the tangent planes along a path from the start-point of p to θ0. This gives a
path of Lagrangian tangent planes connecting the tangent plane to Γ at θ1 to that
at θ0. The path Gq is defined similarly replacing p by q and using a length
pi
2 Reeb
chord from Γ1 to Γ0 at the positive end.
Lemma 3.9. The punctured Lagrangian L◦ρ is monotone. Moreover, the above
paths Gp and Gq of Lagrangian tangent planes are homotopic relative endpoints to
a rotation along the negative Ka¨hler angle.
Proof. The last property of Lemma 3.8 implies that the symplectic area of a disk
with boundary on L◦ρ equals the symplectic area of the corresponding disk with
boundary and corners on L. The assertion about the paths Gp, Gq implies that the
Maslov index of a disk with boundary on L◦ρ is equal to that of the corresponding
disk with boundary and corners on L, provided the cobordism Γ has a Maslov class
satisfying the following property: the value of the Maslov class on any path from
the positive to the negative end of Γ is the same for the two components of the
cobordism. So monotonicity follows from the statement about Gp and Gq.
To see that this statement is true, note that Γ is a cobordism constructed from
an isotopy and consider the cobordism Γ′ of the inverse isotopy with positive end
at ΛHo and negative at Λst. Gluing the two gives a cobordism ∆ that can be
deformed by shortening the isotopy to the trivial cobordism R×Λst. We denote the
1-parameter family of cobordism ∆s, s ∈ [0,∞), where ∆0 is the trivial cobordism
and ∆∞ is the two level cobordism Γ ∪ Γ′.
Consider the moduli space of holomorphic strips with boundary on ∆s asymp-
totic in the positive end to a fixed Reeb chord of length pi2 , connecting the com-
ponent of Λst in Γ0 to that in Γ1, to an unconstrained Reeb chord of the same
type in the negative end. It is straightforward to check that this is a transversely
cut out moduli space of dimension 0 for the trivial cobordism at s = 0. Since the
Reeb chords at the ends have minimal action no breaking is possible for s ∈ [0,∞).
Therefore by SFT compactness the strip breaks into a several level disk at s =∞.
As above it is straightforward to show that moduli spaces of disks with one pos-
itive puncture are transversely cut out. Noting that p is the only chord of ΛHo
that connect Γ0 to Γ1, this then implies that there is a unique dimension zero
strip connecting a fixed chord in the positive end to p (and a dimension zero strip
from p to an unconstrained chord at the negative end). The statement about the
Maslov class of Γ is then a consequence of the dimension formula for punctured
holomorphic curves. 
We study holomorphic disks u : (D, ∂D)→ (X◦, L◦ρ) that are asymptotic to Reeb
chords of ΛHo at boundary punctures. We continue to call them punctured holo-
morphic disks. The lemma below is an instance of the SFT compactness theorem
for neck-stretching [11].
Lemma 3.10. Let uρ, ρ → +∞, be a family of punctured holomorphic disks in
(X◦, L◦ρ). As ρ → +∞, the sequence uρ converges in the SFT sense to a holo-
morphic building whose top level is a punctured holomorphic disk in (X◦, L◦), and
whose lower levels are holomorphic buildings in R× S3 with boundary on Γ. 
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From now on, denote by Λ the collection of Hopf links ΛHo corresponding to the
punctures of L◦ρ where each copy of the Hopf link sits in a separate copy of S3.
For example, a Reeb chord of Λ means a Reeb chord on one of the copies of the
actual Hopf link in the respective copy of S3. For our choice of Maslov potential,
the Reeb chords on ΛHo contained in the Darboux chart have degrees |ai| = 1 and
|p| = |q| = 0.
Let c1, . . . , cm be a collection of Reeb chords on the Hopf links Λ at the negative
ends of L◦ρ. Recall that each of these Reeb chords is a copy of a1, a2, p or q from
Section 3.3, or a long Reeb chord of index ≥ 2 which leaves the Darboux chart.
The expected dimension of the moduli space of holomorphic disks u with bound-
ary on L◦ρ and boundary punctures asymptotic to c1, . . . , cm equals
µ(u)− 1−
m∑
j=1
|cj |.
Here we have used the computation of the Maslov class of the cobordism Γ in
Lemma 3.9.
Remark 3.3. Comparing this dimension formula with Lemma 2.10, the chords p, q
resp. a1, a2 correspond to winding number 1/2 resp. 1.
Fix a point ζ and write
M(ζ; c1, . . . , cm) (3.5)
for the moduli space of holomorphic disks u passing through ζ at a boundary point,
and with boundary punctures asymptotic to c1, . . . , cm. Its expected dimension
equals
µ(u)− 2−
m∑
j=1
|cj |.
Below is an analogue of Lemma 2.10 for punctured curves.
Lemma 3.11. For any fixed ρ > 0 there is a uniform upper bound on the number
of punctures of holomorphic disk with boundary on L◦ρ in terms of the ω-area of its
topological compactification in (X,L).
Suppose ρ > 0 is sufficiently large and L ⊂ X is a monotone immersion. Then
for a generic compact s-dimensional family S of data defining the moduli spaces
(3.5), the union of the components over S consisting of Maslov index 2 disks is a
transversely cut out manifold of dimension
s−
m∑
j=1
|cj |.
In particular, all punctures of a Maslov index 2 disk in M(ζ; c1, . . . , cm) are as-
ymptotic to degree 0 Reeb chords on Λ, that is, one has |ci| = 0. Equivalently, each
ci is either the p-chord or the q-chord from Section 3.3 on a copy of the Hopf link.
Proof. Every punctured holomorphic disk u with boundary on L◦ρ and asymptotic
chords {ci} satisfies
ω(u) ≥
∑
i
a(ci),
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where the action of a(ci) is computed in the sphere S
3 of radius . (These actions
are scaled compared to the actions appearing in Section 3.3.) Since the set of all
possible actions is separated from zero, the first claim follows.
To see the second claim, it again suffices to prove that all holomorphic disks
considered are somewhere injective, and hence transversely cut out for generic data.
Suppose that for any ρ there exists a disk uρ that is not somewhere injective. Then,
taking the SFT limit as in Lemma 3.10, the top level of the resulting holomorphic
building corresponds by Lemma 2.11 to a holomorphic Maslov index 2 disk in (X,L)
with corners which would not be somewhere injective. That however contradicts
Lemma 2.9. 
3.5. The refined potential. Let Q be an oriented spin surface, and f : Q→ X a
monotone Lagrangian immersion. Write L = f(Q) and let L◦ρ ⊂ X◦ be as above, for
a sufficiently large ρ > 0. Choose base-points and reference paths as in Section 3.2.
Fix a connected component of Q with index i and write ζ = ?i. Let M(ζ) be
the moduli space of punctured holomorphic disks of Maslov index 2 with boundary
on L◦ρ, and passing through ζ. This is the union of spaces (3.5) over all index 0
Reeb chords.
Lemma 3.11 implies thatM(ζ) is a transversely cut out oriented 0-manifold. Let
u ∈M(ζ). Following u(∂D) starting from the marked point mapping to ζ = ?i, we
read off a word of loops in L◦ρ and Reeb chords as in (3.3). Here the chords ci are
the asymptotics of u and the loops are the boundary arcs between them completed
by reference paths to base-points, see Figure 2.
This way we associate to each such u an element of CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦ρ)]), where Λ
is the formal union of the Hopf links at the negative ends of L◦. We denote it [∂u].
In fact, since [∂u] begins and ends at the base-point ζ = ?i,
[∂u] ∈ CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦ρ)], ?i) := eiCE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦ρ)])ei (3.6)
where ei is the idempotent corresponding to the ith connected component of L
◦
ρ.
Note that
CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦ρ)], ?i) ⊂ CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦ρ)])
is a subalgebra of the Chekanov–Eliashberg algebra.
Define the refined potential of L as follows:
WL(?i) =
∑
u∈M(ζ)
(−1)σ(u)[∂u] ∈ CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦ρ)], ?i),
(−1)σ(u) is the orientation sign of u. (Recall that the algebra CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦ρ)])
has a Z-grading where generators in C[pi1(L◦ρ)] have degree zero.)
Proposition 3.12. The potential WL(?i) is a degree 0 cycle in CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦ρ)]).
Its homology class is independent of the choices made that is invariant under sym-
plectomorphisms of L.
Remark 3.4. Potentials with respect to two different base-points ?i, ?j (on different
connected components of L◦ρ) are related by the Lagrangian surgery formula, see
Proposition 4.3 and Lemma 6.16.
Proof. The fact that WL(?i) has degree zero follows from the dimension formula in
Lemma 3.11. It is automatically a cycle because the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra
of the Hopf link is concentrated in degrees 0 and 1.
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For the invariance, consider the moduli spaceMI(ζ) where I is an interval that
parameterizes monotone Lagrangians Ls, s ∈ I (or a variation of other choices). By
SFT compactness, this moduli space has a compactification consisting of broken
disks. An elementary topological consideration of the symplectic area, using the
monotonicity assumption, shows that the upper level of a broken disk again must
consist of a single (punctured) Maslov index 2 disk.
This implies that the lower part of the building contains exactly one disk of
Fredholm index one, with one positive puncture at a Reeb chord of degree 1 which
hence must be an ai-chord contained inside the Darboux ball. We use Lemma 3.1 to
control the lower level of the disk. Counting the ends of the compact 1-dimensional
moduli space MI(ζ) then gives
WL1(?i)−WL0(?i) = ∂(KI),
where KI is the count of curves in MI(ζ) with one puncture at a degree 1 chord,
and ∂ is the differential of the Chekanov–Eliashberg algebra. 
4. Lagrangian surgery and Lagrangian fillings of the Hopf link
Recall the procedure of resolving a double point of a Lagrangian immersion men-
tioned in Section 2.1. We always assume that resolutions have zero area parameter,
so that monotonicity or strong exactness are preserved under this operation. Up
to Hamiltonian isotopy, there are two ways of resolving a double point.
From our perspective, Lagrangian surgeries are obtained by attaching the two
Lagrangian fillings of the Hopf link to the punctured Lagrangian L◦ρ. We compute
rigid disks for these Lagrangian fillings in the 4-ball. This then leads to the surgery
formula relating refined potentials.
4.1. Lagrangian surgery. Recall that in Section 2.6 we started from an immersed
Lagrangian f : Q → X, L = f(Q) ⊂ X and produced a punctured Lagrangian
L◦ ⊂ X◦ with negative ends along Legendrian Hopf links Λst at each double point.
In Section 3.4 we added a Lagrangian cobordism and produced a punctured La-
grangian L◦ρ with negative end along generic Legendrian Hopf links ΛHo.
To reverse that procedure, we first obtain X from X◦ by filling the negative ends
with 4-balls. In order to recover L from L◦ρ, we fill the Hopf link ΛHo with two
intersecting Lagrangian disks. We denote the union of these two disks by Fimm.
Then Fimm is an immersed Lagrangian filling of ΛHo in the 4-ball.
Note that any other exact Lagrangian filling of ΛHo can be used in the previous
construction. There are two basic embedded Lagrangian cylinders filling ΛHo. They
correspond to the two ways of resolving the self-intersection point of Fimm. These
two cylinders can be described, as in [25], in terms of pinching Reeb chords of
ΛHo. The difference between the two fillings is in the order in which the chords are
pinched. We denote these two Lagrangian fillings Fp and Fq, where the subscript
indicates which Reeb chord is pinched first. Figure 6 shows the slices of the fronts
of the above three fillings. Here we use a symplectomorphism from a half-space in
C2 to the symplectization of the Darboux ball containing ΛHo, see [25] for details.
By attaching Fp or Fq to L
◦
ρ, we create immersions (Lp)
◦
ρ and (Lq)
◦
ρ with one
less double point, which are the two resolutions of L at the chosen double point
(punctured at all remaining double points). To make sure that these resolutions
can be done with zero area parameter, one argues as in the proof of the fourth
point of Lemma 3.8.
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Figure 6. The cobordism from the Hopf link to unlinked knots in slices
4.2. Holomorphic curves on the fillings of the Hopf link. We next consider
punctured rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on the Lagrangian fillings of ΛHo.
We use the notation for homotopy classes of paths on the resolved Lagrangians near
the double points shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Boundaries of rigid disks in the filling of the Hopf link.
Lemma 4.1. Consider the three fillings Fimm, Fp and Fq of the Hopf link in the
4-ball. The rigid disks in the 4-ball with positive punctures at the Reeb chords p
and q and boundary on these fillings are as follows:
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(a) For Fimm, there is a unique rigid disk with a positive puncture asymptotic to
the Reeb chord p (resp. q) and precisely one corner at the double point.
(b) For Fp, there is a unique disk with positive puncture at p and its boundary
homotopy class equals x. There are two disks with positive puncture at q with
homotopy classes x−1 and x−1y, respectively. See Figure 7 (top left).
(c) For Fq, there is a unique disk with positive puncture at q and its boundary
homotopy class equals x−1. There are two disks with positive puncture at p
with boundary homotopy classes x and xy, respectively.
Proof. For simpler notation, let the symbol ] denote one of imm, p or q. It follows
from [25, Sections 5.5 and 5.6] that there is a natural one-to-one correspondence
between rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on F] and positive punctures, and
rigid flow trees determined by F]. A brief description of this result is as follows. As
the Lagrangian filling F] is scaled to lie in a small neighborhood of a Lagrangian
plane, the holomorphic disks with boundary on F] limit to flow trees and for all
sufficiently small scaling parameters, there is a unique rigid disk near each rigid
flow tree.
The flow trees determined by F] are drawn in Figure 8. In the terminology of
[28] they can be described as follows.
The dashed flow tree in the leftmost picture is a flow line starting at the unstable
manifold of the Reeb chord and flowing into the Reeb chord corresponding to the
double point. There are two solid flow tree in this picture. The first is simply the
unstable flow line of the second Reeb chord flowing to an end vertex. The second
is more involved: it starts along the unstable manifold of the second Reeb chord
that breaks at a Y0-vertex, the flow line going to the left from this vertex has a
switch vertex and then an end, the flow line going to the right goes straight to an
end vertex.
Finally, the flow trees in the right picture are exactly as in the middle picture
with the roles of the two Reeb chords interchanged. 
Figure 8. Rigid flow trees for the three fillings of the Hopf link.
Together with SFT stretching, Lemma 4.1 determines rigid holomorphic disks
with boundary on L, Lp, and Lq from the punctured holomorphic disks on L
◦.
Introduce a stretching variable R and write (L])
◦
ρ for the result of attaching F] to
L◦ρ at the level t = −R in the negative end of the chosen puncture (the choice of
the puncture and R is omitted from the notation). Fix a point ζ ∈ L◦ρ.
Lemma 4.2. For all sufficiently large R there is a 1-1 correspondence between
Maslov index 2 holomorphic disks with boundary on (L])
◦
ρ passing through ζ, and
two level buildings of holomorphic disks with first level a Maslov 2 disk on L◦ρ with
negative punctures at (degree 0) Reeb chords of ΛHo, and second level a rigid disk
with one positive puncture and boundary on F] studied in Lemma 4.1.
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Proof. As R → +∞, the Maslov index 2 holomorphic disks on (L])◦ρ converge to
buildings whose top component is an analogous Maslov index 2 disk on L◦ρ, and the
bottom component is a disk on the filling F]. Conversely, any limiting configuration
can be glued uniquely to a Maslov index 2 disk on (L])
◦
ρ for all sufficiently large
R. 
4.3. Lagrangian surgery formula. Fix a double point ξ of the Lagrangian im-
mersion L. By resolving ξ as in Section 4.1, we obtain monotone Lagrangians (Lp)
◦
ρ
and (Lq)
◦
ρ with one puncture less than L
◦
ρ. Lemma 4.2 explains how the refined
potential changes under Lagrangian surgery. In this section we study its algebraic
consequences.
Recall that the semi-simple algebra C[pi1(L◦ρ)] has a canonical set of idempotents
corresponding to the trivial loops at the base-points of the connected components
of L◦ρ. Choose one such connected component, and let ? be its base-point There is a
subalgebra CE(L◦ρ;C[pi1(L◦ρ)], ?) as in (3.6), corresponding to words (3.3) beginning
and ending with an element of pi1(L
◦
ρ, ?).
Let
p, q ∈ CE(Λ;C[pi1(L◦ρ)])
denote the two degree zero Reeb chords of the Hopf link in the negative end corre-
sponding to ζ, see Section 3.3. Let ?s and ?t be the base-points on the connected
components of the endpoints of the chord p.
By definition of the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra, there are fixed choices of refer-
ence paths from ?s and ?t to the endpoints of the p-chord (so-called capping paths).
Consider the paths x and x−1, and the loop y in the top row of Figure 7. Concate-
nation of these paths with the appropriate capping paths gives the following in the
smoothed Lagrangian (Lp)
◦
ρ:
• A path from ?s to ?t. We still denote it by x, see Figure 7, middle row.
• Two paths from ?t to ?s. We still denote them by x−1 and x−1y, respectively,
see Figure 7, bottom row.
In the case s = t, all these paths are loops and we let ?s = ?t be the base point of
its connected component of (Lp)
◦
ρ.
In the case s 6= t we choose notation (possibly switching the chords p and q)
so that ? 6= ?t. The points ?s and ?t lie in the same connected component of
the surgered Lagrangian (Lp)
◦
ρ, and we choose base points and reference paths as
follows:
• ?s is the base-point in its connected component (of (Lp)◦ρ), ?t is removed, and
all other base-points remain unchanged.
• Any reference path in L◦ρ with an endpoint at ?t is concatenated with x or x−1
to give a reference path in (Lp)
◦
ρ with endpoint at ?s.
We next define the surgery maps as algebra maps
S ] : H0CE(L◦ρ;C[pi1(L◦ρ)], ?)→ H0CE((L])◦ρ;C[pi1((L])◦ρ)], ?), ] = p, q. (4.1)
Consider the case ] = p, the case ] = q is directly analogous using Lemma 4.1 (c)
instead of (b). An element of the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra in the left hand side
of (4.1) is a sum of monomials as in (3.3). The map S p modifies each monomial in
the following way. First, replace each occurrence of the chords p and q according
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to the rule:
p 7→ x,
q 7→ x−1 − x−1y,
and concatenate the loops resulting after these substitutions. In the case s = t
this gives monomials in CE((Lp)
◦
ρ;C[pi1((Lp)◦ρ)], ?) and describes the map. In the
case s 6= t, there is a second step where each loop in a monomial resulting from
the substitution that is based at ?t is conjugated with x to give a loop based at
the base point ?s. This again gives monomials in CE((Lp)
◦
ρ;C[pi1((Lp)◦ρ)], ?) and
defines the map in this case. In other words, in the case s 6= t, we apply the change
of base point map
pi1(L
◦
ρ, ?t) ↪→ pi1((Lp)◦ρ, ?t) l 7→x
−1◦l◦x−−−−−−−→ pi1((Lp)◦ρ, ?s),
whenever it is needed.
Remark 4.1. Suppose ?s 6= ?t. Denote by y ∈ pi1((Lp)◦ρ, ?s) the loop going around
the core circle of the surgery cylinder, as in Figure 7 (top), and by t the analogous
loop in L◦ρ. We find that S p acts as follows:
p 7→ es,
q 7→ es − y = es(1− y),
t 7→ y.
Remark 4.2. When ? = ?s = ?t, it is easy to check that there is a natural isomor-
phism
H0CE(L◦ρ;C[pi1(L◦ρ)], ?)[p−1] ∼= H0CE((Lp)◦ρ;C[pi1((Lp)◦ρ)], ?)
where [p−1] stands for localization at the element p. Then S p becomes the canoni-
cal map to the localization. When some of the base-points are distinct, the surgery
map is again essentially the localization, but this is slightly more involved to for-
malize because p itself is not an element of CE(L◦ρ;C[pi1(L◦ρ)], ?).
Proposition 4.3. For any choice of a double point of L, any base-point ? 6= ?t and
any ] = p, q, the surgery map (4.1) is a well-defined map of algebras that relates
the refined potentials of L and Lp,
WL](?) = S
](WL(?)).
Here we use the spin structure on L] that bounds when restricted to central circle
in the surgery cylinder. (For the spin structure that does not bound, substitute
y 7→ −y.)
Proof. To check that the surgery map is well-defined, it suffices to check that the
relations coming from the differential in the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra: pq =
es − t1, qp = et − t2, are preserved by S ]. Here t1 = t, t2 is the analogous loop at
the other boundary component, and both loops t1, t2 are sent to y. The formulas
for S ] make it clear that these relations are preserved. The surgery map is a map
of algebras because it obviously preserves concatenations.
The claim about refined potentials follows from Lemma 4.2 by analyzing its effect
on the words representing the boundaries of holomorphic disks in the Chekanov-
Eliashberg algebras. 
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5. Whitney spheres in CP 2
By a Whitney sphere we mean an immersed Lagrangian two-sphere having a
single transverse self-intersection with positive intersection number, so that its
two resolutions are embedded Lagrangian tori and not Klein bottles. This section
contains two applications of our theory to the symplectic topology of monotone
Whitney spheres in CP 2. We first show that there are restrictions on the potentials
of a monotone Whitney spheres by considering their Legendrian lift to S5. Second,
we construct monotone Whitney spheres which are not displaceable from complex
lines and conics by Hamiltonian isotopies (unlike the standard Whitney sphere in
C2 ⊂ CP 2 that is disjoint from the line at infinity).
5.1. Constructing Whitney spheres. In [59, 60, 61] infinitely many different
(i.e. pairwise not Hamiltonian isotopic) monotone Lagrangian tori in CP 2 were
constructed. We will use this construction to produce infinitely many Whitney
spheres in CP 2. We review the torus-construction, see [46].
Start with the monotone Clifford torus TCl ⊂ CP 2. There are three smooth
Lagrangian disks Dj , j = 1, 2, 3, such that for all j, TCl ∩Dj = ∂Dj and such that
the boundary homology classes [∂Dj ] are, for some identification H1(T,Z) ∼= Z2,
the orthogonals of:
v1 = (1, 1), v2 = (−2, 1), and v3 = (1,−2), respectively. (5.1)
These Lagrangian disks form a Lagrangian seed (TCl, {D1, D2, D3}) in the sense of
[46], see also [52]. This means that the interior of Dj is disjoint from TCl and from
Di, i 6= j, that Dj is attached cleanly to TCl along its boundary (i.e., the normal
to ∂Dj in Dj is nowhere tangent to TCl), and finally that the curves ∂Dj have
pairwise minimal intersections in TCl, |∂Dj ∩ ∂Dk| = 3, j 6= k ∈ {1, 2, 3}. We refer
to [46] for a construction of such disks.
Given a Lagrangian seed (T, {Dk}) and an index j of one of its Lagrangian disks,
e.g. T = TCl and j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, one defines [52, 46] its mutation along Dj which is
a new Lagrangian seed (
µDjT, {µDjDk}3k=1
)
.
Here µDjT is a new monotone Lagrangian torus. The key point is that the mutated
torus bounds the same number of (mutated) Lagrangian disks µDjDk, k ∈ {1, 2, 3},
as observed in [52].
Because mutation is defined for any Lagrangian seed, the construction can be
iterated indefinitely. For each consecutive mutation, one has to choose an index j,
i.e. the Lagrangian disk used for mutation. This gives an infinite trivalent graph
of mutations of tori in CP 2. More precisely, there exist monotone Lagrangian tori
in CP 2 indexed by the vertices of the infinite trivalent graph, with a fixed initial
vertex corresponding to TCl. We call them Vianna tori.
Recall that a Markov triple is a triple of positive integers (a, b, c) satisfying
a2 + b2 + c2 = 3abc.
A mutation of an ordered Markov triple in the first direction is the transformation
(a, b, c) 7→ (3bc− a, b, c).
Mutations in the second and the third directions are defined in an analogous man-
ner. Starting with the Markov triple (1, 1, 1), one can index the vertices of the
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infinite trivalent graph (and thus Vianna tori obtained from the above construc-
tion) by ordered Markov triples, where two Markov triples connected with an edge
differ by mutation.
If two Markov triples differ by a permutation, the corresponding Vianna tori
are Hamiltonian isotopic. Conversely, the tori corresponding to different unordered
Markov triples are not Hamiltonian isotopic. So a better way to index Vianna tori
is by unordered Markov triples as in [59, 60]. The mutation graph for unordered
Markov triples is the quotient of the infinite trivalent graph by the action of the
permutation group S3. The beginning of this graph is shown below.
(1, 1, 1)
(1, 1, 2)
(1, 2, 5)
(2, 5, 29) (1, 5, 13)
(5, 29, 433) (2, 29, 169) (5, 13, 194) (1, 13, 34)
Theorem 5.1. [60] For each (unordered) Markov triple (a, b, c), there is a mono-
tone Lagrangian torus T (a, b, c) ⊂ CP 2, and all such tori are pairwise Hamiltonian
non-isotopic. 
There is a version of a Weinstein neighborhood theorem for the union of a La-
grangian torus and a cleanly attached Lagrangian disk, see e.g. [46]. Such a neigh-
borhood contains a Whitney sphere, canonical up to Hamiltonian isotopy, obtained
by cutting out a neighborhood of the boundary of the disk in the torus and filling
the two resulting boundary circles with two intersecting Lagrangian disks close to
the original one, see e.g. [40]. This Whitney sphere has the property that one of
its resolutions is Hamiltonian isotopic to the original torus, and that the other
resolution is Hamiltonian isotopic to the mutation of the original torus along the
disk. Thus a Lagrangian seed gives one Whitney sphere for each disk in that seed.
In summary we have the following.
Proposition 5.2. For each unordered pair of unordered Markov triples (a, b, c),
(a, b, 3ab−c) which differ by a single mutation, there is a monotone Whitney sphere
L[(a, b, c)(a, b, 3ab− c)] ⊂ CP 2.
Any two Whitney spheres coming from distinct such pairs are not Hamiltonian
isotopic to each other. The two resolutions of L[(a, b, c)(a, b, 3ab− c)] are T (a, b, c)
and T (a, b, 3ab− c).
Note that these Whitney spheres are indexed by the edges of the mutation graph
discussed above.
Proof. The Whitney spheres are not Hamiltonian isotopic since their resolutions
are non-isotopic. 
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5.2. Potentials. One can compute the LG potentials of the Vianna tori by itera-
tively applying the wall-crossing formula starting from the potential x+ 1 + 1/xy
of the Clifford torus. We refer to [46] for a detailed discussion. We point out that
in order to carry out these computations algorithmically, one also needs an explicit
formula for how the boundary homology classes of the Lagrangian disks change
under mutation. Such a formula is found in [46, 37].
Next, knowing the potential of a torus T , one computes the potential of the
Whitney sphere obtained by collapsing the torus along a Lagrangian disk using
Theorem 1.2. Namely, one writes the torus potential WT using a first homology
basis (x, y) for which the smoothing formula reads
p 7→ x,
q 7→ (1 + y)x−1,
t 7→ −y.
(This is a basis in which (0, 1) is the boundary of the Lagrangian disk.) Recall from
Remark 4.2 that this map is the map from C[p, q, t±]/(1− t−pq) to its localization
at p, in particular, it is injective.
Expand the potential WT in powers of x:
WT (x, y) =
∑
k≥0
xkFk(y) +
∑
k>0
x−kGk(y)
where Fk, Gk ∈ C[y±1]. The smoothing formula implies that Gk(y) is divisible by
(1 + y)k as a Laurent polynomial. Let Hk(y) = Gk(y)/(1 + y)
k. Then the potential
of the Whitney sphere equals
WL(p, q, t) =
∑
k≥0
pkFk(−t) +
∑
k>0
qkHk(−t).
We have written a code which computes the potentials of Whitney spheres using
this algorithm. The potentials quickly become very complicated, and we list only
a few of them below.
Proposition 5.3. Table 1 shows the refined potentials of some monotone Whitney
spheres in CP 2. 
Remark 5.1. Observe the −t substitution to keep all signs positive. Geometrically,
the change of variables t 7→ −t corresponds to a change of spin structure on L◦.
Remark 5.2. Table 1 uses the canonical choice of ordering of the sheets explained
in Lemma 5.4 below; this means that the p-terms appear in the powers p1+3k and
the q-terms in the powers q2+3k.
Figure 9. The two holomorphic disks with corners on the standard
Whitney sphere in CP 2.
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L[(1, 1, 1)(1, 1, 2)]:
p+ q2t−1
L[(1, 1, 2)(1, 2, 5)]:
pt−1 + 2q2 + q5t
L[(1, 2, 5)(2, 5, 29)]:
p+ 2q2 + 5q5 + 4q8t−1 + 10q11t−1 + 2q14t−2 + 10q17t−2 + 5q23t−3 + q29t−4
L[(1, 2, 5)(1, 5, 13)]:
p(5 + 4t)t−2 + 2p4(5 + t)t−3 + 10p7t−4 + 5p10t−5 + p13t−6 + q2t−1
L[(1, 5, 13)(1, 13, 34)]:
p
(
78 + 225t+ 210t2 + 68t3 + 4t4
)
t−4 + 2p4
(
143 + 300t+ 175t2 + 26t3
)
t−3
+p7
(
715 + 1050t+ 350t2 + 18t3
)
t−2 + p10
(
1287 + 1260t+ 210t2 + 2t3
)
t−1
+2p13
(
858 + 525t+ 35t2
)
+ 2p16t
(
858 + 300t+ 5t2
)
+ 9p19t2(143 + 25t)
+5p22t3(143 + 10t) + p25t4(286 + 5t) + 78p28t5 + 13p31t6 + p34t7
+q2
(
13 + 24t+ 9t2
)
t−5 + q5t−6
Table 1. Potentials W (p, q,−t) of some Whitney spheres in CP 2.
Example 5.1. The Whitney sphere L[(1, 1, 1)(1, 1, 2)] is the usual Whitney sphere
in C2 compactified to CP 2. In particular, it is disjoint from the complex line at
infinity. It bounds two families of Maslov index 2 holomorphic disks with cor-
ners: one family with a p-corner, and another with two q-corners. These disks
contribute to the potential with the terms p and q2t−1, respectively. They can be
seen explicitly as follows. There is an S1-family of complex lines which intersects
L[(1, 1, 1)(1, 1, 2)] in a figure eight curve. Fix such a line and take a point on L
within that line; then the two desired disks with corners are subsets of that line
shown in Figure 9.
5.3. Normal form of the refined potential. Any Whitney sphere in CP 2 has
a canonical ordering of the sheets at its double point as follows.
Lemma 5.4. Let L ⊂ CP 2 be a (not necessarily monotone) Whitney sphere. For
the two possible orderings of the sheets at its double point, the Maslov index of a
disk u : (D, ∂D) → (CP 2, L) whose number of p-corners resp. q-corners equals a
resp. b, is given by
µ(u) = ±2(a− b) + 6d(D), d(D) ∈ Z,
where the sign ± depends on this choice. In particular, there is a distinguished
ordering of the sheets of L for which a term paqb in the refined potential can be
nonzero only when
a− b ≡ 1 mod 3 (5.2)
is satisfied. 
The above ordering of the sheets of any Whitney sphere will be used throughout
the rest of the section. We next discuss a normal form for the refined potential
WL(p, q, t) of a monotone Whitney sphere L ⊂ CP 2. Recall that WL(p, q, t) is a
sum of monomials of the form paqbtk, a, b ≥ 0. If a > 0 and b > 0, the relation
pq = 1− t gives
paqbtc = pa−1qb−1(tc − tc+1).
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This relation can be used repeatedly to get rid of all mixed terms: the ones which
involve a non-trivial power of both p and q. Recalling (5.2), it follows that the
potential can be written in the form:
WL(p, q, t) =
∑
k≥0
p1+3k · P1+3k(t±1) +
∑
k≥0
q2+3k ·Q2+3k(t±1), (5.3)
where P1+3k, Q2+3k ∈ C[t±1] are Laurent polynomials in t. We call (5.3) a refined
potential in normal form.
5.4. The Hopf fibration and Legendrian lifts. In this section we prove The-
orem 1.3. Let L be a monotone Whitney sphere in CP 2 and consider the Hopf
map
pr: S5 → CP 2,
where S5 is the standard contact 5-sphere. The fibers of the Hopf map are Reeb
orbits and L lifts to a Legendrian sphere in S5. Choose the contact form so that
the action of a fiber equals 1, corresponding to
∫
CP 1 ω = 1. The lift Λ of L has the
following Reeb chords:
• transverse Reeb chords ak, k ≥ 0 of action a(ak) = 13 + k and grading |ak| =
2 + 6k;
• transverse Reeb chords bk, k ≥ 0 of action a(bk) = 23 + k and grading |bk| =
4 + 6k;
• S2-Bott families Ck, k ≥ 1 of Reeb chords of action a(Ck) = k and grading
|Ck| = −1 + 6k.
The first two computations are immediate since L is monotone and the grading
of the Reeb chords |ak| and |bk| equals the Maslov index of a holomorphic disk
inside (CP 2, L) of area 13 + k and
2
3 + k, respectively. The degree in the last
item follows from the observation that the linearized Reeb flow corresponds to
full rotations in the two complex lines in the tangent plane to CP 2 and the fact
that c1(CP 2) = 3[CP 1]. (The grading can also be identified with the dimension
of the space of real rational curve of degree 2k inside (CP 3,RP 3) satisfying a
(2k − 1)-fold tangency to the divisor at infinity RP 2 ⊂ CP 2 at a fixed point, i.e.
n− 3 + µ− 2k = 4(2k)− 2− (2k − 1) = −1 + 6k.)
Note that if we make the Reeb flow generic by a small perturbation, each of
those Bott families gives rise to two non-degenerate Reeb chords as follows:
• Ck gives cmk of index |cmk | = −1 + 6k and cMk of index |cMk | = 1 + 6k.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let Λ ⊂ S5 be the Legendrian lift of L. Consider CE(Λ),
see Proposition 3.5, where we cap Λ by a disk (this corresponds to trivial coeffi-
cients). It follows from the index calculations above that CE(Λ) is supported in
degrees ≥ 2. In particular, CE(Λ) admits augmentations. Fix a point ξ on Λ and
consider the dg-algebra CE(Λ, ξ) twisted by a point condition. (I.e. we add a new
generator ξ of degree 1 to the dg-algebra and count disks in the symplectization
passing through R × ξ as disks with punctures at the new generator.) It follows
from Proposition 3.7 that we can compute CE(Λ, ξ) in a Darboux ball. The duality
result [24, Theorem 5.5] then implies that CE(Λ, ξ) is acyclic.
Consider the calculation of CE(Λ, ξ) with Λ in the original position. Here the
differential of the degree 2 chord counts disks in R × S5 with boundary on R × Λ
that pass through R × ξ. Using the holomorphic projection of the Hopf fibration
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R×S5 → CP 2 we can identify that count with the algebraic count of disks in CP 2
that satisfy the following (see [19]):
• the disk have boundary on the projection of Λ to CP 2;
• the boundary passes through ξ;
• the disk has a single p-corner;
• its area equals 1/3.
These are precisely the disks contributing to the term P1(1) from the normal
form (5.3). 
Remark 5.3. The proof in fact shows that the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra CE∗(Λ)
is quasi-isomorphic to that of the standard unknot CE∗(Λst). To see this, note that
by linearized homology the E2-page of the word length spectral sequence consists
exactly of the polynomial algebra C[c0] and there can be no further differentials.
In fact, the disks with the point constraint and one corner remember the whole
linearized differential determined by:
cmk 7→ bk−1, ak 7→ cMk , k ≥ 1.
Remark 5.4. Theorem 1.3 can alternatively be proved using a version of Floer
cohomology for monotone Lagrangian immersions with the trivial local system
p = q = 0, t = 1 (cf. Theorem 1.5 in the strongly exact case). Recall that the
eigenvalues of the quantum multiplication by c1(CP 2) ∈ H2(CP 2) are the non-
zero numbers 3eik2pi/3. Generalizing [54, Lemma 2.7] to this case shows that Floer
cohomology is trivial for any immersed sphere with the local system p = q = 0,
t = 1.
Indeed, the number of disks in the potential that is counted with this local
system is obviously equal to zero, while it must be equal to one for the above
eigenvalues, whenever Floer cohomology is nontrivial. Finally, the analysis in [24]
shows that, first, the fundamental class on the sphere is a cycle, which is exact
by the established acyclicity. Second, that the Floer strips responsible for the
differential hitting it are in bijection with the holomorphic disks with boundary on
the sphere that contribute to the coefficient P1(1).
5.5. Whitney spheres and divisors. It is shown in [8] that for every Lagrangian
submanifold L ⊂ X in a monotone or rational symplectic manifold, there exists a
symplectic divisor (i.e. a symplectic real codimension 2 submanifold) Σ ⊂ X whose
homology class is dual to kω for some k > 0, and which is disjoint from L. It is
called a Donaldson divisor. This theorem generalizes to immersions. In general k
may be large and for a given L, it is an interesting problem to minimize the degree
of a Donaldson divisor Σ disjoint from it. For Lagrangian tori there is the following
sharp result.
Theorem 5.5 ([21, Theorem C]). Let H ⊂ CP 2 be a complex line. For every
Lagrangian torus T ⊂ CP 2, there exists a symplectomorphism φ : CP 2 → CP 2
such that φ(T ) ∩H = ∅. 
In this section we show that the analogue of Theorem 5.5 fails for Whitney
spheres. We begin with an elementary result.
Lemma 5.6. The following displaceability statements hold.
• Any Whitney sphere from Proposition 5.2 can be displaced from any smooth
complex cubic curve by a symplectomorphism.
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• Whitney spheres of the form L[(1, b, c)(1, b, 3b − c)] are displaceable from a
cubic curve with a single node by symplectomorphisms.
• The standard Whitney sphere L[(1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 2)] is displaceable from the com-
plex line by symplectomorphisms.
Proof. Consider the Clifford torus TCl with the three Lagrangian disks Dj , j =
1, 2, 3 as in Section 5.1. We claim that TCl∪D1∪D2∪D3 is disjoint from a smooth
cubic curve Σ, and TCl ∪D1 ∪D2 is disjoint from a cubic curve Σ′ with one node.
This can be seen from the almost toric fibration used in [59] as follows. The curves
Σ (resp. Σ′) arise as the boundary divisor of the moment triangle with 3 (resp. 2)
smoothed corners. By construction, mutations take place in a small neighborhood
of the Lagrangian skeleton TCl ∪D1 ∪D2 ∪D3 (resp. TCl ∪D1 ∪D2), and hence
Σ (resp. Σ′) is also disjoint from the mutated tori and corresponding Whitney
spheres. The last statement is obvious. 
In general it is interesting to ask the following question.
Question 5.7. Given a monotone Whitney sphere L ⊂ CP 2, what is the lowest
degree of a smooth symplectic divisor V ⊂ CP 2 such that V ∩ L = ∅?
Lemma 5.6 implies that for any Whitney sphere from Proposition 5.2 the answer
is 1, 2 or 3. We show that there are infinitely many Whitney spheres in distinct
Hamiltonian isotopy classes for which 2 is a lower bound.
First, let us review the terminology. A symplectic line (resp. symplectic conic)
in CP 2 is a smooth two-dimensional symplectic submanifold representing the ho-
mology class [CP 1] (resp. 2[CP 2]). We say that a set A ⊂ CP 2 is displaceable from
B ⊂ CP 2 if there is a symplectomorphism φ : CP 2 → CP 2 such that φ(A)∩B = ∅.
Because all symplectomorphisms of CP 2 are Hamiltonian [39], this is the same as
to say that A is Hamiltonian displaceable from B. Symplectomorphisms of CP 2
acts transitively on the set of symplectic lines and conics by [55], so when discussing
displaceability of a set from a line or a conic, one may assume the latter to be a
fixed complex line or conic.
Remark 5.5. Non-displaceability from the conic naturally implies non-displaceability
from the line, since any neighborhood of a line contains a smooth conic obtained by
smoothing the double point of the union of two nearby copies of the line. More gen-
erally, non-displaceability from a higher-degree divisor implies non-displaceability
from a lower-degree divisor.
5.6. Linking properties. We will prove the non-displaceability results by study-
ing how the disks contributing to the refined potential can link a given line or conic
disjoint from a Whitney sphere.
Consider a symplectic divisor Σ ⊂ X and a monotone Lagrangian embedding or
immersion L ⊂ X which does not intersect Σ. Then L is also monotone in X \ Σ.
We will use the following result on the minimal Maslov number of Lagrangian tori
in uniruled (possibly open) symplectic manifolds.
Proposition 5.8 ([16]). Let X be one of CP 2, R4, T ∗S2, or T ∗RP 2, with its
standard symplectic structure. If T ⊂ X is a Lagrangian torus then there exists a
topological disk D ⊂ X with ∂D ⊂ T , of Maslov index 2 and of positive symplectic
area.
Proof. Since CP 2 is uniruled by spheres, and R4, and T ∗S2 are uniruled by planes,
the result follows in these cases from [16]. Consider X = T ∗RP 2. Let p : T ∗S2 →
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T ∗R2 be the two-fold symplectic cover and let L˜ ⊂ T ∗S2 be a Lagrangian torus
for which p : L˜ → L is c cover of degree one or two. If D ⊂ (T ∗S2, L˜) is a Maslov
index 2 disk, then p(D) ⊂ (T ∗RP 2, L) is a Maslov index 2 disk with boundary on
L, so the case X = T ∗RP 2 follows from the case X = T ∗S2. 
We next study linking. Note that if L is a Whitney sphere then H1(L,Z) ∼= Z.
If D is a topological disk with boundary on L having k p-switches and (k − 1)
q-switches, then ∂D represents a generator of H1(L,Z). If D′ is another disk with
a p-switches and b q-switches then
[∂D′] = (a− b)[∂D] ∈ H1(L,Z).
Proposition 5.9. Consider a monotone Whitney sphere L ⊂ CP 2 and write its
refined potential in normal form (5.3). Let H and Q be a symplectic line and conic,
respectively.
(i) If L ∩H = ∅ then the algebraic intersection number between H and any disk
contributing to the p1+3k-terms or q2+3k-terms equals −k or k+1, respectively,
where k ≥ 0.
(ii) If L ∩Q = ∅, then there are the following two possibilities.
(a) If Z = H1(L) → H1(CP 2 \ Q) = Z2 is the zero map, the intersection
number between Q and a disk contributing to the p1+3k-terms or q2+3k-
terms equals −2k or 2(k + 1), respectively, where k ≥ 0.
(b) If Z = H1(L) → H1(CP 2 \ Q) = Z2 is surjective, the intersection num-
ber between Q and a disk contributing to the p1+3k-terms or q2+3k-terms
equals 1 + k or −k, respectively, where k ≥ 0.
Before proving Proposition 5.9 we state a corollary. Let Σ ⊂ CP 2 be a divisor
and L ⊂ CP 2 a monotone Whitney sphere in the complement of Σ. Positivity of
intersections implies that all terms in the potential WL that correspond to disks
with negative intersection number with Σ vanish, and those corresponding to disks
with zero intersection number give the refined potential in the complement of the
divisor. Together with Proposition 5.9, this implies to the following.
Corollary 5.10. Let L ⊂ CP 2 be a monotone Whitney sphere. If the normal
form (5.3) of the potential WL has P1+3k 6= 0 for some k ≥ 1, then L is non-
displaceable from the symplectic line. If also Q2+3k 6= 0 for some k ≥ 1, then L is
non-displaceable from the conic. 
Proof of Proposition 5.9. Let Σ = H or Σ = Q and let Y = CP 2 \ Σ. In the
first case Y ∼= R4 and in the second Y ∼= T ∗RP 2. In either case, Y is a rational
homology ball and there exists a disk (D, ∂D) ⊂ (CP 2, L) which is disjoint from
Σ, and which is a generator of
Z ∼= H2(Y, L) λ·IdZ−−−→ H1(L) ∼= Z, λ = 1 or 2.
Moreover, if Σ = H, we can choose D to have a single p-corner, and if Σ = Q we
can choose D to have either
• a single p-corner if H1(L)→ H1(T ∗RP 2) is trivial (i.e. λ = 1), or
• two q-corners if H1(L)→ H1(T ∗RP 2) ∼= Z2 is non-trivial (i.e. λ = 2).
Fix a reference disk D with these properties.
Recall the convention for the numbering the sheets at the double point of L
in Lemma 5.4. Using this convention we have
∫
D ω = 1/3 + l for the disk with a
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single p-corner, and
∫
D ω = −2/3+l for the disk with two q-corners, for some l ∈ Z.
Consider a Lagrangian torus obtained by resolving the double point of L and apply
Proposition 5.8. Monotonicity implies
∫
D ω = 1/3 in both cases (i.e. l = 0 in the
first case and l = 1 in the second).
This allows us to determine the intersection number of a disk with a divisor from
the term of the potential that the disk is contributing to. Consider case (i). Any
element in H2(CP 2, L) can be written as
A = s[D] + l[H], s, l ∈ Z, (5.4)
where [D] · [H] = 0 and [H] · [H] = 1. Then
ω(A) =
1
3
s+ l, A · [H] = l.
If A is a Maslov index 2 disk, then ω(A) = 13 and
A · [H] = 1− s
3
.
In the case under consideration, the reference disk D has one p-corner. Therefore,
a holomorphic disk in class A contributes to the p1+3k-term when s = 1+3k, k ≥ 0,
and A · [H] = −k. Similarly, a disk in class A contributes to the q2+3k-term when
s = −2− 3k, k ≥ 0, and A · [H] = 1 + k.
Consider case (ii), (a). Arguing as in case (i), we decompose any class A ∈
H2(CP 2, L) using (5.4) and compute
A · [Q] = 2(1− s)
3
.
As in case (i), this implies the claim.
Consider case (ii), (b). Now the reference disk D has two q-corners and does not
generate H2(CP 2, L). (It generates an index 2 subgroup.) Recall that CP 2 \Q ∼=
T ∗RP 2 with its standard symplectic form ω0 = dθ, where θ is the Liouville (or
action) 1-form.
Since L ⊂ T ∗RP 2 is exact and ∫D ω0 = 1/3, if γ is any loop in L with a single
p-corner, then
∫
γ θ = −1/6. Note that γ belongs to the non-trivial homotopy class
in T ∗RP 2. Therefore there exists a cylinder C ⊂ T ∗RP 2 (with a single p-corner)
∂C = γ − γ′ where γ′ = RP 1 is a real projective line in the zero-section RP 2. The
curve γ′ bounds an obvious disk D′′ in CP 2 (half of the complex line CP 1 in which
it lies) such that D′′ ·Q = 1. If D′ = C ∪D′′ then D′ ⊂ (CP 2, L) is a disk with a
single p-corner and since θ vanishes along the 0 section, we have∫
D′
ω =
∫
C
ω0 +
∫
D′′
ω =
∫
γ−γ′
θ +
∫
D′′
ω = −1/6 + 1/2 = 1/3,
and
[D′] · [Q] = 1.
An arbitrary class A ∈ H2(CP 2, L) can now be written as
A = s[D] + l[H] +m[D′], k, l,m ∈ Z,
and one computes
ω(A) =
s+m
3
+ l, A · [Q] = 2l +m.
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If A is a Maslov index 2 disk then ω(A) = 1/3 and A · [Q] = 13(2−2s+m). Since D
has two q-corners and D′ has one p-corner, it follows that −2s+m is the number
of p-corners of A minus the number of q-corners of A. This gives the result. 
Example 5.2. We summarize what Proposition 5.9 implies for the Whitney spheres
in Table 1.
(1) The standard Whitney sphere L[(1, 1, 1)(1, 1, 2)] is contained in the comple-
ment CP 2 \ (H ∪Q) of both the standard line at infinity and standard conic
Q = {z1z2 = 1}. This Whitney sphere is homotopically nontrivial in the
complement of this conic, that is, it realizes (ii), (b) in Proposition 5.9.
(2) The spheres L[(1, 1, 2)(1, 2, 5)] and L[(1, 2, 5)(2, 5, 29)] cannot be placed in the
complement of a conic in a homotopically nontrivial way. Indeed, their po-
tentials involve higher powers of q which is not consistent with (ii), (b) in
Proposition 5.9. On the other hand L[(1, 1, 2)(1, 2, 5)] can be placed in the
complement of a symplectic line, as shown in Figure 10.
(3) The sphere L[(1, 2, 5)(1, 5, 13)] is not displaceable from a line, and cannot be
placed inside the complement of a conic in a homotopically trivial way since
its potential is neither consistent with (i) nor with (ii), (a) in Proposition 5.9.
(4) The sphere L[(1, 5, 13)(1, 13, 34)] is not displaceable from a conic by Proposi-
tion 5.9 since its potential involves higher powers of both p and q.
(5) We finish with an example where Proposition 5.9 does not give full information.
We do not know whether L[(1, 2, 5)(1, 5, 13)] is displaceable from the conic (in
a homotopically non-trivial way).
5.7. General Whitney spheres. Consider a Whitney sphere
L = L[(a, b, c)(a, b, 3ab− c)] ⊂ CP 2
and write its refined potential WL in normal form (5.3). Let T be the resolved
torus whose potential WT , written in some basis, is obtained from WL by
p 7→ x, q 7→ (1 + y)x−1, t 7→ −y, (5.5)
see Theorem 1.2. Interchanging c and 3ab − c if necessary, we can assume that
T = T (a, b, c).
Recall that the Newton polytope of a Laurent polynomial
∑
(a,b)∈I ca,bx
ayb,
where I ⊂ Z2 and ca,b 6= 0, is the convex hull of I in R2. Let P be the New-
ton polytope of WT , written in the basis (x, y) used above. It was shown in [59]
that P is a triangle with sides of affine lengths a2, b2 and c2 respectively. On the
other hand, the way WT is obtained from WL (5.5) leads to the following.
• Let qrQr(t±1) be the highest non-zero term of WL in the powers of q. Then
P has an edge within the vertical line {x = −r}.
• Let prPr(t±1) be the highest non-zero term of WL in the powers of p. If
Pr = ct
s is a monomial, then (r, s) ∈ Z2 is a vertex of P. If not, P would
have an edge within the vertical line {x = r}, in which case P would not be a
triangle.
Lemma 5.11. Consider a Whitney sphere L as above. The term Pr by the highest
power of p is a monomial in t, and corresponds via (5.5) to a vertex of P. 
Proposition 5.12. Consider a Whitney sphere L = L[(a, b, c)(a, b, 3ab − c)] as
above. The potential WL involves no higher powers of p, i.e. P1+3k ≡ 0 for all
k ≥ 1, only if c = 1 or 3ab− c = 1.
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Figure 10. The ‘moment polytope’ for an almost toric fibration on
CP 2 where the central fiber over (1/3, 1/3) is the Chekanov torus,
see [59]. The sphere L := L[(1, 1, 2)(1, 2, 5)] lies over an arbitrarily
small neighborhood of the line connecting (1/3, 1/3) with (0,−1).
A symplectic line ` in its complement lies over the straight line
between the corner (0, 1) and the node (the image of the singular
fiber). The line intersects each fiber along a vanishing cycle of the
nodal singularity (a curve in the homotopy class [θ 7→ (θ,−θ)] in
the depicted coordinates).
Proof. Suppose that WL involves no powers of p other than the term pP1(t
±1).
Lemma 5.11 implies that P1 = ct
s is a monomial. Then (1, s) is a vertex of the
triangle P, and the opposite edge of P is vertical. We may assume that s = 0 by
applying the SL(2,Z)-transformation given by (1, s) 7→ (1, 0), (0, 1) 7→ (0, 1).
As shown in [60], P is the affine dual of the corresponding moment polytope
for the weighted projective space CP 2(a2, b2, c2). After an appropriate SL(2,Z)-
transformation, the edges of the moment polytope are given (up to translation) by
the vectors a2u1, b
2u2, c
2u3 where
u1 = (b
2,−m1), u2 = −(a2,m2), u3 = (0, 1)
and m1,m2 are some integers which are co-prime with a resp. b. See [60, Section 2
and Figure 4]. In fact whenever u3 = (0, 1), the vectors u1 and u2 must be of the
above form.
Since P is the affine dual of the above triangle, the vertices of P are given by
the primitive orthogonal vectors u⊥1 ,u⊥2 ,u⊥3 , possibly after one acts on P by an
SL(2,Z) transformation. But because we have already arranged one vertex of P
to be (1, 0) = u⊥3 , the remaining two vertices of P are equal to u⊥1 and u⊥2 where
u1 and u2 are of the above form.
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Recall that m1, m2 satisfy the following equations, see [60, Proof of Proposi-
tion 2.2]:
a2m1 + b
2m2 = c
2,
a2(m1 + 1) + b
2(m2 + 1) = 3abc.
Since the edge of P opposite to (0, 1) is vertical, m1 = m2. Write m = m1 = m2.
The equations above then give:
3ab = c m+1m .
If follows that c is divisible by m, because m + 1 and m are co-prime Next recall
that the elements a, b, c of a Markov triple are pairwise co-prime by a theorem of
Frobenius. It follows that c = m. Therefore
3ab = c+ 1.
This means 3ab− c = 1. 
Theorem 5.13. Consider the Whitney sphere
L[(a, b, c)(a, b, 3ab− c)] ⊂ CP 2
where c 6= 1 and 3ab− c 6= 1. This Whitney sphere is Hamiltonian non-displaceble
from the symplectic line.
Proof. By Proposition 5.12, the potential of this Whitney sphere in normal form
involves higher powers of p. The theorem now follows from Corollary 5.10. 
6. Immersed string topology and pre-projective algebras
The purpose of this section is to discuss the equivalence of the following three
algebras: the higher genus multiplicative pre-projective algebra (PPA) of a quiver
Γ, denoted by B(Γ), compare [33, 32], the string topology algebra of a surface Q
with double points, denoted by B(Q), compare [15], and the degree 0 homology
of the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra of a collection Λ of Hopf links capped by a
surface Q◦, denoted by H0(CE(Λ;C[pi1(Q◦)]). We will also write down surgery
maps introduced in Section 3 in terms of string topology and PPAs.
We point out that we shall only work with the string topology algebra at the
pi0-level, without discussing a full chain-level model.
6.1. Pre-projective algebras. In this section we give an algebraic description of
PPAs, see Section 6.5 for a more geometric approach. Consider a quiver Γ with
vertex set V and edge set E. For each vertex v ∈ V , choose an integer gv ≥ 0
called the genus. The edges of a quiver are oriented, and for a ∈ E we let s(a) and
t(a) be its source and target vertices, respectively.
We define a PPA B(Γ) associated to Γ with genera gv at vertices. Consider first
the semi-simple ring
k =
⊕
v∈V
Cev
where e2v = ev and evew = 0 for v 6= w. Fix a spanning tree of Γ and denote the
set of its edges T ⊂ E. The algebra B(Γ) is a quotient of the tensor ring of the
k-bimodule B(Γ) generated by
pa, qa, a ∈ E,
t±1a , a ∈ E \ T,
x±1i,v , y
±1
i,v v ∈ V, i = 1, . . . , gv,
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with bimodule structure over k defined as
evxi,v = xi,vev = xi,v,
evyi,v = yi,vev = yi,v,
es(a)pa = paet(a) = pa,
et(a)qa = qaes(a) = qa,
es(a)ta = taes(a) = ta,
and all other bimodule actions trivial, ewxi,v = 0 = xi,vew for v 6= w, etc. We then
have
B(Γ) := k⊕
∞⊕
k=1
B(Γ)⊗k . . .⊗k B(Γ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
/ ∼, (6.1)
where the relations ∼ are as follows.
Think of ev as a constant path v → v from the vertex to itself, and associate the
following paths to each generator:
pa : the path a from s(a) to t(a),
qa : the path a
−1 from t(a) to s(a),
ta : the constant path from s(a) to itself,
xi,v, yi,v : the constant path from v to itself.
The module structure over k then corresponds to the obvious composability rules
for paths. Let
Rgv =
gv∏
i=1
[x−1i,v , y
−1
i,v ],
denote the product of commutators of the generators at the vertex v.
Definition 6.1. The higher genus multiplicative pre-projective algebra B(Γ) as-
sociated to Γ with genera gv [17, 9] has the following relations (corresponding to
∼ in (6.1)):
tat
−1
a = t
−1
a ta = es(a), a ∈ E \ T,
xi,vx
−1
i,v = yi,vy
−1
i,v = ev, v ∈ V,
es(a) − paqa = ts(a), a ∈ E \ T,∏
s(a)=v(ev − paqa) = Rgv ·
∏
t(a)=v(ev − qapa), v ∈ V.
(6.2)
As a vector space, B(Γ) splits as
B(Γ) =
⊕
v,w∈V
evB(Γ)ew.
We denote
B(Γ, v, w) := evB(Γ)ew.
Note that B(Γ, v, v) is a C-algebra for each vertex v. We think of it as supported
over loops in Γ from the vertex v to itself.
6.2. J-structures. Consider a smooth possibly disconnected orientable surface Q.
Definition 6.2. A J-structure on Q consists of the following data:
• An orientation of Q.
• A choice of finitely many pairs of marked points {pa, qa}a∈E , pa, qa ∈ Q (all
marked points pairwise distinct).
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Figure 11. A surface with two connected components and marked
points pa, qa, a ∈ E = {1, 2, 3}, and the associated quiver.
Figure 12. A J-structure at two boundary components of Q◦ cor-
responding to p = pa, q = qa. In our pictures we always assume
that J acts by a flip along the vertical line from the p-boundary to
the q-boundary, and by a composition of the flip and the antipodal
involution from the q-boundary to the p-boundary. The figure also
shows orientations on the boundary components induced by the ori-
entation of Q, and an orbit of a boundary point e under the action
of J .
• For each a ∈ E there is an orientation-reversing linear isomorphism
Jpa : TpaQ→ TqaQ,
and associated to it
Jqa := −(Jpa)−1 : TqaQ→ TpaQ,
which is also an orientation-reversing isomorphism. (For simplicity, we often
write J for either of the above maps.)
Definition 6.3. The quiver Γ associated to a surface Q with a J-structure is ob-
tained in the following way. The vertex set of Γ is the set of connected components
of Q. For each a ∈ E, we add an edge whose source corresponds to the connected
component containing pa and whose target corresponds to that containing qa.
Consider the surface with boundary Q◦ = ~Bl{pa,qa:a∈E}Q which is the real ori-
ented blowup of Q at all marked points. Every marked point on Q corresponds to
a boundary circle in Q◦ that we denote ∂paQ◦ and ∂qaQ◦. The J-structure induces
isomorphisms (again denoted by J), J : ∂paQ
◦ → ∂qaQ◦ and J : ∂qaQ◦ → ∂paQ◦
such that J2 = −Id. (Here −Id denotes the antipodal involution on a circle.)
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6.3. String topology algebra. Fix a J-structure on a (possibly disconnected)
surface Q. Suppose that r is either of the two symbols pa or qa, a ∈ E. We write
¬r =
{
qa if r = pa
pa if r = qa.
Definition 6.4. Let ?s, ?t ∈ Q be two points which do not coincide with any of
the marked points. An admissible path in (Q, ?s, ?t) is a word
l1r1l2 . . . rN−1lN
where rj is one of the symbols rj = paj or rj = qaj , aj ∈ E, and each letter lj is a
path:
l1 : ([0, 1], 0, 1)→ (Q◦, ?s, ∂r1Q◦),
lj : ([0, 1], 0, 1)→ (Q◦, ∂¬rj−1Q◦, ∂rjQ◦),
lN : ([0, 1], 0, 1)→ (Q◦, ∂¬rN−1Q◦, ?t),
satisfying the admissibility condition:
lj+1(0) = J(lj(1)), j = 1, . . . , N − 1. (6.3)
A homotopy of an admissible path is a homotopy of each lj such that (6.3) holds
for all parameter values. The points ?s, ?t are fixed during homotopy.
Definition 6.5. The string topology module
B(Q, ?s, ?t) := C
[{
words l1r1l2 . . . rN−1lN
representing adm. paths from ?s to ?t
}]
/ ∼
is generated as a vector space over C by the words representing admissible paths,
modulo the equivalence relation generated by the following two relations:
• the homotopy relation: homotopic admissible paths are equivalent;
• the constant path relation shown in Figure 13 and explained below.
The constant path relation applies to an admissible path representing a word of
the form
x = Arj−2lj−1rj−1ljrjlj+1rj+1B (6.4)
where A and B are any sub-words,
rj−1 = ¬rj (6.5)
and lj is the constant path ([0, 1], 0, 1) → (Q◦, ∂rjQ◦, ∂rjQ◦). Denote the J-
preimage of the value of the constant path by e:
e ∈ ∂rj−1Q◦, lj(t) ≡ J(e).
By (6.5) and (6.3) the endpoint of lj−1 and the initial point of lj+1 are opposite
points in the circle ∂rj−1Q
◦:
lj−1(1) = e, lj+1(0) = (−e) = J2(e).
We join lj−1 and lj+1 in two different ways connecting them to a single path that
we denote by
lj+1 ◦+ lj−1, lj+1 ◦− lj−1 : [0, 1]→ (Q◦, ∂¬rj−2Q◦, ∂rj+1Q◦). (6.6)
Here, each path first follows lj−1, then follows a half of the circle ∂rj−1Q◦ from
e to (−e), and then follows lj+1. There half circle then either follows the given
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Figure 13. The constant path relation in the string topology al-
gebra. The encircled numbers show the order followed by the ad-
missible path. The constant path is shown by a small loop.
orientation on ∂rj−1Q
◦ induced by the orientation on Q, or the opposite orientation.
We use notation according to the following table:
rj = paj rj = qaj
lj+1 ◦+ lj−1 follow given follow opposite
lj+1 ◦− lj−1 follow opposite follow given
The constant path relation in B(Q, ?s, ?t) says that the word x as in (6.4) is equiv-
alent to the linear combination
Arj−2(lj+1 ◦+ lj−1)rj+1B −Arj−2(lj+1 ◦− lj−1)rj+1B.
There is an obvious modification of the relation for the case when the word (6.4)
begins with lj−1 = l1 or when the word ends with lj+1 = lN , in which case the
initial point of l1 resp. the endpoint of lN has to be replaced by the base-point ?s
resp ?t.
There are C-linear product operations
B(Q, ?1, ?2)⊗CB(Q, ?3, ?4)→ B(Q, ?1, ?4)
which vanish if ?2 6= ?3, and are defined by
(l1r1 . . . lN ) · (l′1r′1 . . . lN ′) = l1r1 . . . (l′1 ◦ lN )r′1 . . . l′N ′ .
whenever ?2 = ?3. Here (l
′
1 ◦ lN ) is the concatenation of paths.
Pick a base-point ?v for each connected component of Q indexed by v ∈ V .
Define the string topology algebra of a surface Q with J-structure as
B(Q) :=
⊕
v,w∈V
B(Q, ?v, ?w) (6.7)
with product as explained above and with the obvious k-module structure.
6.4. Comparison theorems. In this section we state results that relate the PPA,
the string topology algebra and the capped Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra. Proofs
appear in later sections.
Theorem 6.6. The string topology algebra of a (possibly disconnected) surface
with a J-structure Q is isomorphic as a k-module to the multiplicative PPA of
the underlying quiver whose vertices are labeled by the genera of corresponding
components of Q:
B(Q) ∼= B(Γ).
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Figure 14. A collection of reference paths on a connected surface
with a J-structure, and the generators of pi1(Q
◦).
This isomorphism is not canonical. Next, recall the definition of the capped
Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra CE(Λ;C[pi1(Q◦]) defined in Sections 3.2 and 3.3,
where Λ is a collection of Hopf links in a disjoint union of S3s indexed by a set E,
and Q◦ is the capping surface. From a chosen identification Λ = ∂Q◦, one obtains
a quiver Γ with edge set E, vertex set indexed by the connected components of Q◦,
and labeled by their genera.
Remark 6.1. One also obtains a surface with a J-structure Q by contracting the
boundaries of Q◦ to points, which become marked.
Proposition 6.7. The degree 0 homology of the capped Chekanov-Eliashberg al-
gebra of a collection of Hopf links is isomorphic to the PPA of the corresponding
quiver:
H0(CE(Λ;C[pi1(Q◦)])) ∼= B(Γ).
6.5. PPA with geometric generators. To prove Theorem 6.6 and Proposi-
tion 6.7, it is useful to have a different more geometric presentation of the PPA
that we discuss in this section.
For simplicity, we assume that Q is connected. In this case k = C and we write
ev = 1 and gv = g. The several connected component case requires only minor
modifications, and will not be discussed with details here.
Definition 6.8. Pick a base-point ? ∈ Q away from the marked points. A collection
of reference paths is a collection of paths
γpa : [0, 1]→ (Q◦, ?, ∂paQ), a ∈ E
γqa : [0, 1]→ (Q◦, ?, ∂qaQ), a ∈ E
satisfying the compatibility condition
γqa(1) = J(γpa(1)). (6.8)
For each such path γ we denote the reverse path by −γ so that (−γ)(t) = γ(1− t).
See Figure 14 (left) for an example of a collection of reference paths.
The fundamental group pi1(Q
◦, ?) has the following generators:
ta, a ∈ E,
t¯a, a ∈ E,
xi, yi, i = 1, . . . , g
with the single relation: ∏
a∈E
t−1a t¯a = R, (6.9)
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Figure 15. The loop showing the product
∏
a∈E t
−1
a t¯a.
where R is the commutator:
R =
g∏
i=1
[x−1i , y
−1
i ].
The generators ta, t¯a are shown in Figure 14 (right) and are canonically defined
by the J-structure and the collection of reference paths as follows. The loop ta
follows γpa , then does a full circle around ∂paQ
◦ in the direction opposite the
chosen orientation on Q, and then follows −γpa . The definition of t¯a is analogous
using qa and the circle around ∂qaQ
◦ which agrees with the orientation on Q. Up
to diffeomorphism of Q, the collection of reference paths is as shown in Figure 14.
Finally we pick the loops xi, yi compatible with (6.9), which then becomes the
unique relation in the standard presentation of pi1(Q
◦, ?), see Figures 14 and 15.
Definition 6.9 (PPA with geometric generators). Let B′ be the algebra con-
structed as follows. Adjoin formal generators pa, qa, a ∈ E, to the standard gener-
ators of the group pi1(Q
◦, ?) described above. Consider the quotient of the associ-
ated group ring over C by introducing the relations paqa = 1− ta and qapa = 1− t¯a
(i.e., one relation for each boundary component of Q◦).
Remark 6.2. The full list of relations for B′ is as follows
ta, t¯a, xi, yi are invertible,
paqa = 1− ta, a ∈ E,
qapa = 1− t¯a, a ∈ E,∏
a∈E t
−1
a t¯a = R.
(6.10)
Lemma 6.10. The algebra B′ is isomorphic to the PPA B(Γ) underlying the
corresponding quiver with one vertex.
Proof. It is clear from surface topology that there is another list of generators for
B′ with the same ta, t¯a but different loops xi, yi where the last relation is replaced
by ∏
a∈E
ta = R ·
∏
a∈E
t¯a.
On the other hand, let us look at the relations (6.2) for B putting ev = 1:
ta, xi, yi are invertible,
paqa = 1− ta, a ∈ E,∏
a∈E(1− paqa) =
∏
a∈E(1− qapa) ·R.
(6.11)
Clearly (6.10) implies (6.11). Conversely, (6.11) implies that 1− qapa is invertible
for each a, and we may formally put t¯a = 1− qapa. 
One can analogously define B′ and prove a version of the above lemma for a
disconnected Q.
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Figure 16. Admissible paths corresponding to the generators pa,
qa, ta, t¯a of the pre-projective algebra.
6.6. From Chekanov-Eliashberg dg-algebras to PPA. Recall that we are
interested in the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra of a disjoint union Λ of Hopf links
in a disjoint union of copies of S3 indexed by the edge set E, capped by L◦ = Q◦,
see Section 3.2 and 3.3. As above, we consider connected Q. Then there is a single
base-point ? ∈ Q. Define the map
H0CE(Λ;C[pi1(Q◦)])→ B′
by sending the loops ta, t¯a, xi, yi in pi1(Q
◦, ?) to the corresponding generators ofB′,
and the degree 0 Reeb chords pa, qa on the various copies of the Hopf link to the
corresponding generators of B′.
Proof of Proposition 6.7. When Q is connected, the above identifications of the
generators respects all relations. Indeed, the middle row of (6.11) comes from the
Chekanov-Eliashberg differential on the Hopf link (Section 3.3), and the bottom
row is the relation in the fundamental group of L◦ = Q◦. The proof in the case
when Q is disconnected is analogous. 
6.7. From PPA to string topology. In Section 6.5, we introduced loops xi,
yi, ta, t¯a (treated as admissible paths without corners). We now introduce fixed
admissible paths
pa, qa ∈ B(Q),
as shown in Figure 16. (They involve the same reference paths as were used to
define ta, t¯a in Figure 14).
Proof of Theorem 6.6. There is a mapB′ → B(Q) given by sending each generator
from (6.11) to the corresponding generator of B(Q). We show that this is an
isomorphism, by constructing an inverseB(Q)→ B′ as follows. Take an admissible
path and cut it at each of its corners. Turn each of the resulting paths into a loop by
adding paths contained inside ∂Q◦ that connect the endpoints of these paths and
the endpoints of the fixed choices of reference paths from Figure 14 (every pair of
connecting paths corresponding to the same corner must differ by J). We then add
the reference paths themselves and obtain a collection of loops. Finally, produce
a word formed by this collection of loops and the symbols pa, qa corresponding to
the corner sequence of the given admissible path. Note that the choice of path in
∂Q◦ used to form the loops is not canonical (we have to choose their direction).
However, the constant path relation implies that the induced map is independent
of this choice. 
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Figure 17. The surgery map S pa modifies admissible paths near
pa- and qa-corners.
6.8. Surgery map. In this section we consider the surgery maps in Section 4.3
from the viewpoints of string topology and PPAs.
Let Q be a (possibly disconnected) surface with a J-structure. Pick an element
a ∈ E (an edge of the quiver) and consider the two corresponding marked points
pa, qa ∈ E. Define the surfaces
Qp,a =
~Blpa,qa(Q)
Jpa : ∂pa
~Blpa,qa(Q)→ ∂qa ~Blpa,qa(Q)
and
Qq,a =
~Blpa,qa(Q)
Jqa : ∂qa
~Blpa,qa(Q)→ ∂pa ~Blpa,qa(Q)
.
This means that we consider the oriented blowup of Q at the two points pa, qa, and
glue the two boundary components via J . There are two different ways of doing so
because J2 = −Id, although the resulting surfaces are diffeomorphic. Both surfaces
inherit a J-structure.
Remark 6.3. Because J is required to reverse orientation, the surfaces Qp,a, Qq,a
are orientable even if the marked points pa and qa belong to the same connected
component of Q.
Let v, w ∈ W be the index corresponding to the connected component of Q
containing pa resp. qa. Fix two base-points ?s, ?t ∈ Qp,a on the surgery which can
be identified with base-points on Q, i.e. they lie outside a neighborhood of the
smoothing region. We next define surgery maps,
S pa : B(Q, ?s, ?t)→ B(Qp,a, ?s, ?t), S qa : B(Q, ?s, ?t)→ B(Qq,a, ?s, ?t),
as follows, see Figure 17. Let Qp = Qp,a. (We consider only the p-case, the q-case is
analogous.) If an admissible path in Q has no pa- and qa-corners, then it is also an
admissible path in Qp. If an admissible path has a pa-corner, then it is represented
by a word
. . . lj−1palj . . . ,
where lj(0) = J(lj−1(1)), see (6.3). Following lj−1, applying J at the endpoint,
and then following lj gives a continuous path in the glued surface Qp. We denote
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it lj ◦J lj−1. Assuming inductively that S p has already been defined on words of
shorter length we let
S pa (. . . lj−1palj . . .) = S
p
a (. . . (lj ◦J lj−1) . . .).
Assume next that we have a path with a qa-corner represented by a word
. . . lj−1qalj . . . .
Then there are two ways of completing it to a path in Qp using J . Let
lj−1(1) = e ∈ ∂qaQ◦
and note that
lj(0) = J(e) = J
−1(−e).
Define the paths in Qp
(lj ◦J,+ lj−1), (lj ◦J,− lj−1)
which follow lj−1, then an arc in ∂qaQ◦ from e to −e, then glue via J−1 to lj(0),
then follow lj . This describes a continuous path in Qp and depends on the choice
of the arc in ∂qaQ
◦. We use the following two boundary arcs: either follow the
given orientation on ∂qaQ induced by the orientation on Q, or follow the opposite
orientation, according to the following table.
lj ◦J,+ lj−1 follow opposite
lj ◦J,− lj−1 follow given
In analogy with the inductive definition above we then define
S pa (. . . lj−1qalj . . .) = S
p
a (. . . [(lj ◦J,+ lj−1)− (lj ◦J,− lj−1)] . . .).
The inductively defined map eventually removes all pa- and qa-corners of a given
admissible path and in this way takes words of admissible paths in Q to linear
combinations of words of admissible paths in Qp.
Lemma 6.11. The surgery map S pa : B(Q, ?s, ?t)→ B(Qp, ?s, ?t) is well-defined.
Proof. We must check that S pa respects the equivalence relations from Defini-
tion 6.5. The invariance under homotopies is obvious. For the invariance under
the constant path relation, consider Figure 18. The first row shows a piece of an
admissible path with a constant path component (shown by a small loop). The
second row shows its image under the surgery map, where we now think of the two
boundary circles as having been identified under J . Using this identification we
arrive at the third row. But the third row precisely shows the original path after
we apply the constant path relation and that piece no longer has corners therefore
coincides with itsS pa -image. The consistency with the other constant path relation
(where the order of p and q is interchanged) is similar. 
The surgery mapS qa is defined analogously, and the proof that it is a well-defined
algebra is also analogous.
It is clear that S pa preserves products. Taking ?s = ?t = ?v for some base-point
v ∈ V , the surgery map becomes a C-algebra map
B(Q, ?v, ?v)→ B(Qp,a, ?v, ?v).
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Figure 18. Proving that the surgery map is well-defined.
Remark 6.4. The surgery map on full algebras,
S pa : B(Q)→ B(Qp,a),
can be defined if pa and qa belong to the same connected component of Q.
In the case that two different connected components are surgered together, one
has to forget one of the two base-points on the glued surface. An application of
the surgery map as described takes values in analogue of (6.7) with two summands
corresponding to the same connected component, which is not quite the algebra
B(Qp,a) itself. Surgery maps can likely be defined to act on representation varieties,
but we will not go into the details.
6.9. Surgery maps on generators. We continue with a connected genus g sur-
face Q equipped with a J-structure. Consider the surgery maps
S pa : B(Q)→ B(Qp,a), S qa : B(Q)→ B(Qq,a).
(We suppress the unique base-point from notation.) Here we write down their
action on the geometric generators of B(Q) from Section 6.7. We use generators
as in (6.9) and its analog for Qp,a. The formula is simplest if we take a = m
(the last-numbered puncture) and the marked points are arranged as shown in
Figure 14. We assume that this is the case.
Lemma 6.12. Using the geometric generators for B(Q), B(Qm,p), B(Qm,q) spec-
ified in Subsections 6.5, 6.7, the surgery maps act as follows:
S pm :
pm 7→ xg+1,
qm 7→ x−1g+1(1− yg+1),
tm 7→ yg+1,
xi 7→ xi, i = 1, . . . , g
yi 7→ yi, i = 1, . . . , g
(6.12)
and
S qm :
qm 7→ xg+1,
pm 7→ x−1g+1(1− yg+1),
t¯m 7→ yg+1,
xi 7→ xi, i = 1, . . . , g
yi 7→ yi, i = 1, . . . , g.
(6.13)
In other words, these maps can be identified with the canonical map induced by
localizing at the element xg+1.
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Figure 19. The surgery map acting on the generators pm, qm.
Proof. This is a straightforward check. For example, Figure 19 computes the action
of the surgery map on the admissible paths pm and qm defined in Figure 16. 
Example 6.1. We have that
B(1, 0) ∼= C[p, q, t±1]/(pq = 1− t), B(0, 1) ∼= C[x±1, y±1],
and the surgery map between them is the one which appeared in the introduction.
6.10. Quiver varieties as spaces of immersed Lagrangian branes. Suppose
X is an exact symplectic 4-manifold and L ⊂ X a strongly exact (see Section 2)
oriented, spin immersed Lagrangian surface. Let Q be the corresponding surface
with a J-structure and Γ the corresponding quiver. Let d¯ = (dv)v∈V be a collection
of positive integers indexed by the vertices of Γ, i.e. by the connected components
of Q. We call it the dimension vector. Let
Rep(B(Γ), d¯)
be the space of complex representations of B(Γ) with the given dimension vector.
(There are naturally defined quotients which are multiplicative quiver varieties, but
we work only at the level of representation spaces.)
A path trivialization b on Q is a choice of a base-point ?v for each connected
component of Q, and a choice of reference path from any point x ∈ Q (except a
marked point) to the base-point of the corresponding connected component.
Definition 6.13. A rank d¯ local system on L, or a brane supported on L, is the
choice of a path trivialization b on Q, a spin structure s on Q, and a representation
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ρ ∈ Rep(B(Γ), d¯). We denote a brane by L = (L, ρ,b, s), or sometimes simply
L = (L, ρ).
Let F (X) be the compact exact Fukaya category of X defined over C.
Theorem 6.14. Any brane L supported on L gives rise to a well-defined object of
F (X). Up to quasi-isomorphism, any such object is obtained from a fixed (b, s)
for some representation ρ ∈ Rep(B(Q), d¯), and isomorphic representations give
quasi-isomorphic objects of the Fukaya category.
Corollary 6.15. Representation varieties of B(Γ) naturally map into the space of
objects of F (X) up to quasi-isomorphism. 
Example 6.2. Start with a surfaceQ with marked points {pa, qa}a∈{1,...,m}. Consider
the self-plumbing of T ∗Q along the pairs of points pa, qa using orientation-reversing
linear isomorphisms T ∗pa → T ∗qa . The result is an exact symplectic manifold X which
canonically contains an immersed Lagrangian L, the image of the zero section under
plumbing. These plumbings have been studied by Etgu¨ and Lekili [33, 32] who
stated Corollary 6.15 as an expectation.
Proof of Theorem 6.14. To see that a brane supported on L defines an object of
the Fukaya category of X we describe the A∞ operations involving L. Similarly to
the smooth case, they are defined by counting perturbed holomorphic curves with
boundary arcs on smooth Lagrangian submanifolds or L◦ρ. The arcs with boundary
condition L◦ρ are allowed to have any additional boundary punctures asymptotic
to the degree zero Reeb chords of the Hopf links at the negative ends of L◦ρ, see
Section 3. We give a brief description of one way to set this up.
We consider disks with two types of boundary punctures: Floer punctures (serv-
ing as the inputs and outputs of the A∞ operations) and SFT punctures. We fix
strip-like ends for the Floer punctures but keep SFT punctures as boundary marked
points. We use perturbations of the Cauchy–Riemann equation on all disks which
have vanishing Hamiltonian term along the boundary (this means it vanishes iden-
tically near SFT punctures but not near Floer punctures). We use the standard
integrable complex structure on Darboux charts near the double points of L and
note that it is cylindrical with respect to the round contact form in the comple-
ment of the origin. We consider the holomorphic curve equation for sections of
the trivial fibration over the domain where any boundary mapping to L◦ρ maps
into the punctured manifold X◦, and boundary components with boundary condi-
tion on embedded Lagrangians map into X. The compactness properties for such
holomorphic disks are then governed by the SFT properties discussed in Section 3
along boundary components mapping to L◦ρ, and by usual Gromov compactness
elsewhere. (Although the Reeb flow at the negative boundary of X◦ is forced to be
Bott-degenerate in this approach, the degree 0 and 1 Reeb chords of the negative
end of L◦ρ are still Morse and the analytic results from Section 3 applies.)
Only Floer punctures appear as inputs and outputs for the A∞-operations, and
the SFT-punctures contribute to the coefficient algebra. The definition of the
Floer differential and operations then follows the standard setup of higher rank
local systems, see e.g. [42]. The invariance of Floer cohomology is shown in the
same way as the invariance of the refined potential was proved in Section 3. More
generally, the analysis in Section 3 combined with the standard setup of the Fukaya
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category [49, 36] establishes A∞ relations involving L: the extra bubbling at self-
intersections is canceled by the relations of the capped Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra
(which are also the relations in B(Γ)). 
Remark 6.5. We consider an example, the Floer complex CF ∗(T,L) of L and an
embedded Lagrangian T , see Figure 20. The Floer differential counts holomorphic
Figure 20. Floer differential where L is immersed. White dots
represent SFT-punctures, stars represent base-points
strips between T and L◦ρ with additional SFT punctures asymptotic to degree 0
Reeb chords on the negative end of L◦ρ. Using the path trivialization b and the
reference paths to the endpoints of the Reeb chords, we cut the L◦ρ-part of the
boundary of a strip to produce a word of loops on L◦ρ and Reeb chords at the
double points, i.e., an element of the capped Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra which
is identified with B(Γ). Applying the given representation ρ to this element gives
a map Vx → Vy.
Remark 6.6. Floer theory for immersed Lagrangians has appeared many times in
the literature, but not exactly as in Theorem 1.5. One approach to turning L
into an object of F (X) is by disallowing holomorphic curves to have corners on
L, see e.g. [1, 53, 3, 4]. In our language, this corresponds to equipping L with
the trivial rank-one local system ρ that takes all Reeb orbit generators of the
Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra to zero.
Another approach to immersed Floer theory involves bounding cochains [2, 44].
It gives a theory which converges over the Novikov ring but generally not over
C. Theorem 1.5 can be interpreted as specifying an ‘analytic extension’ of that
theory to C. For example, consider a monotone Lagrangian sphere L with one
double point; recall that its capped Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra was computed to
be A = C[p, q, t±1]/(1− t− pq). One has
SpecA = {p, q ∈ C : 1− pq 6= 0}.
Now, let Λ+ be the maximal ideal of the Novikov ring over C consisting of
elements with positive valuation. The formality result of [51, 58] implies that the
space of weak bounding cochains on L equals (Λ+)
2, and supports the potential
function P (u, v) in the sense of bounding cochains. The relation with the refined
potential WL is that P (u, v) = WL(u, v, 1 − uv), compare with [41, Section 4.4].
Note that if u, v ∈ Λ+, it follows automatically that 1− uv 6= 0. The above space
SpecA extends (Λ+)
2 at the zero-valuation level to a bigger space where bounding
cochains still make sense.
Finally, work in progress of Abouzaid will give a homotopy-theoretic approach
to capped Chekanov-Eliashberg algebras with loop space coefficients.
Since the holomorphic curve analysis underlying Theorem 6.14 applies generally,
the result can be modified to apply to different flavors of the Fukaya category. For
example, one can drop the assumption that X and L are exact and assume instead
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that L is tautologically unobstructed, i.e. there is an admissible J such that L
bounds no J-holomorphic disks with corners.
One can also consider the weakly unobstructed case. For example, if L ⊂ X is a
monotone immersion and ρ is a representation with dimension vector d¯ = (1, . . . , 1),
L is weakly unobstructed, and its curvature is given by the value of ρ on the refined
potential. To verify that this gives a well-defined object of the Fukaya category,
one needs to check that the curvature term does not depend on the choice of the
connected component of Q with respect to which the potential is computed.
Lemma 6.16. Assume that L = f(Q) is a monotone connected immersion (but
Q is not necessarily connected). For any representation ρ with dimension vector
d¯ = (1, . . . , 1), the value ρ(WL(?i)) ∈ C does not depend on the base-point ?i ∈ Q,
i.e. does not depend on the connected component of Q.
Proof. Resolving sufficiently many double points in order to make the parameter-
izing smooth surface connected, we can connect and base point ?1 to any other
?2 by a path. Proposition 4.3 then implies that the lemma holds for any ρ which
is pulled back from a rank 1 local system on the smoothing, compare Remark 6.7
below. We claim that the space of such representations is dense in the space of all
representations with dimension vector (1, . . . , 1).
Consider the case of a single surgery: a representation ρ is pulled back from
the surgery if it satisfies ρ(p) 6= 0 or ρ(q) 6= 0, where p, q are the generators
corresponding to the surgered point. Iterating the argument, it follows that the set
of representations ρ which are pulled back from a local system on the smoothing
of all double points is Zariski open in the space of all representations. Since this
open subset intersects every irreducible component, it is dense. To see this, note
that any representation ρ can be deformed into a representation ρ′ with ρ′(p) 6= 0
or ρ′(q) 6= 0 at each double points. 
6.11. Surgery formula for Floer theory. In this section, we give a sketch of the
surgery formula from Proposition 4.3 in the context of Floer theory and the Fukaya
category. The proof is based on the same stretching argument as in Section 4.2.
Theorem 6.17. In the setting of Theorem 6.14, let a be a double point of L whose
preimages pa, qa ∈ Q lie on the same connected component, so that the surgery map
is defined on the full pre-projective algebra. Consider a representation ρ of B(Q)
with any dimension vector. The following quasi-isomorphism holds in the Fukaya
category F (X):
(L, ρ ◦S pa ,b, s) ' (Lpa , ρ,b, s∗).
Here Lpa is the zero-area p-surgery of L at the double point a, and S
p
a : B(Q)→
B(Qp,a) is the surgery map. The spin structure s∗ on Qp,a extends over the small
surgery disk, and is otherwise pulled back from s. The path trivializations on Q
and Qp,a are taken to be the same. The analogue holds if we replace pa with qa
everywhere.
Remark 6.7. Any representation of B(Q) of form ρ◦S pa has the property that the
image of pa ∈ B(Q) (defined as in Subsection 6.9) is invertible in End(Cds(a)). In
particular not all representations B(Q) can be obtained this way. In other words,
the surgered Lagrangians support less objects in F (X) than the most singular one.
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Proof. Let T be a test Lagrangian. The results in Section 4.3 implies that the count
of of Floer strips with boundary on T and on the immersed brane equals the corre-
sponding count of strips with boundary on T and the surgered Lagrangian. Thus,
the two Lagrangian branes in the statement have isomorphic Floer cohomologies
with any test Lagrangian. The quasi-isomorphism then follows from the Yoneda
lemma. 
7. Floer-essential double point
Consider the exact symplectic manifold
X = C2 \ {xy = 1}
where x, y ∈ C2. It has the standard Liouville structure induced by the Fubini-
Study symplectic form on CP 2 and contains the standard Lagrangian sphere with
one double point,
L ⊂ X,
which is the Lagrangian skeleton of X; see e.g. [51, 20]. It is known that the
manifold X is self-mirror over C. Considered as an object of the compact exact
C-linear Fukaya category F (X), the immersed sphere L corresponds to some point
z0 in the mirror. It was observed by Seidel [51] that all other points of the mirror
are realized by the exact Clifford or Chekanov torus in X equipped with a C∗-local
system, whereas z0 is not realized by a local system on either of those two tori.
This led to the conjecture that z0 cannot be realized by any exact Lagrangian torus
in M with a local system.
This conjecture follows from the recent classification result [20]. In this section
we give a different proof of Seidel’s conjecture.
Theorem 7.1. Let T = (T, ρ) be an exact Lagrangian torus T ⊂M equipped with
a C∗-local system ρ. Then HF ∗(L,T) = 0.
The Floer cohomology in question is computed in the classical sense: the Floer
differential counts holomorphic strips between T and L without corners on L. (In
the language of the previous section, this corresponds to equipping L with the
‘trivial’ local system p 7→ 0, q 7→ 0, t 7→ 1.) The torus T is not assumed to be of
vanishing Maslov class, so the cohomology HF ∗(L,T) is generally Z/2-graded.
7.1. Closed-open maps. Let X be a Liouville domain and T ⊂ X be an exact
Lagrangian submanifold which is oriented, spin, and equipped with a C∗-local
system ρ. The closed-open map is a linear map
COT : SH∗(X)→ HF ∗(T,T) ∼= H∗(T ).
Recall that CO counts appropriately defined pseudo-holomorphic maps from the
punctured unit disk
u : (D \ {0}, ∂D)→ (X,T ) (7.1)
where the puncture 0 is asymptotic to the input orbit, and 1 ∈ ∂D is the output
marked point. The counts are weighted using the local system ρ. Restricting to
degree 0, we get
COT : SH0(X)→ HF 0(T,T) ∼= C · 1T. (7.2)
Here 1T is the unit. This map counts rigid pseudo-holomorphic maps as in (7.1)
with the additional point constraint, u(1) = ζ, where ζ ∈ T is a fixed point.
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It is convenient to define the universal closed-open map:
COstringT : SH0(X)→ C[pi1(T )], (7.3)
counting the same curves as in (7.2), but remembering the boundary homotopy
class [u(∂D)] ∈ C[pi1(T )]. Note that this version of the closed-open map is a map
of algebras.
The closed-open map for a fixed representation ρ is then naturally expressed as
COT = ρ(COstringT ) · 1T.
Suppose that T is an n-torus, then for every u ∈ SH0(X) one can write COstringT (u)
as a Laurent polynomial
COstringT (u) ∈ C[x±11 , . . . x±1n ]
which we call the symplectic potential of u. By viewing a local system ρ on T as a
point ρ ∈ (C∗)n, represented by its monodromies in a fixed basis for H1(T ;Z), the
previous relation translates into
COstringT (u)(ρ) = COT(u) · 1T
where COstringT (u)(ρ) should be interpreted as evaluating the Laurent polynomial
at the point ρ.
7.2. The symplectic potential of the Whitney sphere. Let X and L be as
in Theorem 7.1. In direct analogy to the refined disk potential, define the refined
closed-open map
COstringL : SH0(X)→ C[p, q, t±1]/(pq = 1− t).
It counts curves as in (7.1) with any number of p- and q-corners on L, weighted by
their boundary classes [∂u] in the capped Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra. Consider-
ing L as an object of F (X) ‘classically’ amounts to setting p = q = 0, t = 1 in the
symplectic potential:
COL = COstringL |p=q=0, t=1 · 1L, COL : SH0(X)→ HF ∗(L,L) ∼= C · 1L.
The isomorphism
SH0(X) ∼= C[u, v, s±1]/(uv = 1 + s)
was established in [45]. In the following proposition we extend this result by show-
ing that the refined closed-open map to the skeleton L of X is an isomorphism.
Proposition 7.2. Using the algebra isomorphism
SH0(X) ∼= C[u, v, s±1]/(uv = 1 + s),
the map COstringL is given by
u 7→ p, v 7→ q, s 7→ −t.
In particular, for the ‘classical’ closed-open map one has
COL(u) = COL(v) = 0.
Proof. The surgery formula for the potential in Proposition 4.3 can be adapted to
the present case. Example 7.1 below explains the computation of the closed-open
map to the Clifford torus, and the surgery formula then recovers the closed-open
map to the Whitney sphere. 
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Remark 7.1. Alternatively, one can compute SH0(X) together with COstringL using
an extension of the Legendrian surgery formula of [10], compare with the discussion
in Section 3.2.
Example 7.1. If T is the exact Clifford torus then
COstringT (u) = (x+ 1)y,
COstringT (v) = y−1 ∈ C[x±1, y±1].
This closed-open map can be computed by considering partial compactifications of
X to C2 and CP 2 \{xy = 1}, and interpreting u, v ∈ SH0(X) as Borman-Sheridan
classes for the respective compactifications, see [57]. The formula for the Chekanov
torus differs by interchanging x and y.
7.3. Proof of Theorem 7.1. Let T = (T, ρ) an exact torus with a local system
from the statement. Let u, v ∈ SH0(X) be the elements from Proposition 7.2.
Consider the symplectic potentials
U(x, y) = COstringT (u),
V (x, y) = COstringT (v) ∈ C[x±1, y±1].
Viewing the local system on T as a point ρ ∈ (C∗)2, one has
COT(u) = U(ρ) · 1T,
COT(v) = V (ρ) · 1T.
Assume that HF ∗(L,T) 6= 0 and pick any non-zero element
0 6= z ∈ HF ∗(L,T).
Recall that
COL(u) = 0,
COL(v) = 0.
Using the module map property of CO with respect to the Floer products
µ2 : HF ∗(L,L)⊗HF ∗(L,T)→ HF ∗(L,T),
µ2 : HF ∗(L,T)⊗HF ∗(T,T)→ HF ∗(L,T),
one argues that
0 = µ2(COL(u), z) = µ2(z, COT(u)) = µ2(z, U(ρ) · 1T) = U(ρ) · z.
Analogously, 0 = V (ρ) · z. Since z 6= 0, this leads to
U(ρ) = V (ρ) = 0.
Now, as COstringT is an algebra map and uv − 1 is invertible in SH0(X), the
function
U(x, y)V (x, y)− 1
must be invertible in the Laurent polynomial ring C[x±1, y±1]. Since U, V are
themselves Laurent polynomials, this is only possible when UV − 1 is a monomial,
that is:
U(x, y)V (x, y)− 1 = cxayb, a, b ∈ Z.
It includes the possibility of UV = 0.
Remark 7.2. This property holds true for the exact Clifford torus, where U =
(x+ 1)y and V = y−1.
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Now consider the following two cases separately. For the first case, assume that
neither U nor V vanish identically. Then the zero-locus
Z = {x, y : U(x, y)V (x, y) = 0} ⊂ (C∗)2
is a curve which is singular at the point ρ since U(ρ) = V (ρ) = 0. This includes
the case when U ≡ V , when the zero locus is still singular scheme-theoretically.
On the other hand,
Z = {xayb − 1 = 0}
is evidently everywhere smooth, which is a contradiction.
The second case is that either U(x, y) ≡ 0 or V (x, y) ≡ 0. There is a non-
compactly supported symplectomorphism of the Liouville completion of X whose
action on SH0(X) swaps u with v, so one may assume that U(x, y) ≡ 0. But
u ∈ SH0(X) is the Borman-Sheridan class corresponding to the partial compacti-
fication X ⊂ C2, therefore U(x, y) is in fact the Landau-Ginzburg potential of the
monotone Lagrangian torus T ⊂ CP 2 by [57].
Since U(x, y) ≡ 0, the Floer cohomology of T in C2 has to be non-zero with
any local system. On the other hand, every Lagrangian submanifold of C2 is
displaceable by Hamiltonian isotopies, which implies that T must have vanishing
Floer cohomology therein. This is once again a contradiction; it completes the
proof of Theorem 7.1. 
8. Outlook
The study of refined disk potentials and Floer theory for monotone immersed La-
grangians can be seen as a basic example of Floer theory for singular Lagrangians.
Ongoing work is developing similar Floer theories for symplectic embeddings of
Weinstein manifolds, which can be thought of as regular neighborhoods of their
skeleta. As here, refined potentials and Floer theory have coefficients in endomor-
phisms of the wrapped Fukaya category of the domain.
Example 8.1. The Weinstein manifold X ′ = C3 \ {x1x2x3 = 1} is important for
mirror symmetry: it is a building block for SYZ fibrations. Its skeleton is the
following singular Lagrangian L: a 3-torus with a 2-sub-torus collapsed to a point.
The link Λ of this singularity is a “Hopf link” of two Legendrian 2-tori in Y =
S5, and the cap is L◦ = T 2 × [0, 1]. A computation of the capped Chekanov-
Eliashberg algebra should correctly recover the ring of functions on the mirror
{uv = 1 + z +w} ⊂ C2 × (C∗)2, and provide enough Lagrangian branes supported
on L to fill in all points of the mirror.
We next discuss the origin of the capped Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra by con-
sidering cotangent bundles. Let M be a smooth manifold and fix a Morse function
f : M → R. Denote by F a cotangent fiber of T ∗M .
One can compute CW ∗(F ) by cutting M near the maximum ctop value of f .
More precisely, if c is a regular value just below ctop, then Mc = f
−1((−∞, c])
is compact manifold with boundary. Its cotangent bundle T ∗Mc with rounded
corners is a subcritical Weinstein subdomain of T ∗M . The (ideal) boundary of
T ∗Mc contains the Legendrian sphere Λc, and Legendrian surgery states that
CW ∗(F ) ∼= CE(Λc).
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The same wrapped Floer complex is also quasi-isomorphic to the chain complex on
the based loop space of M with the Pontryagin product:
CW ∗(F ) ∼= C∗(ΩM).
One can think of this quasi-isomorphism as provided by cutting M just above
the minimum of f . It turns out that one can compute CW ∗(F ) in a similar way
by cutting M at any regular value of f . If b is a regular value, denote Mb =
f−1((−∞, b]). The subcritical domain T ∗Mb with rounded corners contains the
Legendrian Λb = ∂Mb. Denoting M
b = f−1([b,∞)), one can show that
CW ∗(F ) ∼= CEC∗(ΩMb)(Λb),
where the right hand side is the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra of Λb with coefficients
in chains of the based loop space of the cap M b. Similar results hold for singular
Lagrangians, and we have used this idea in our definition of the refined potential.
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